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Contributors
Sheryl Adair is a newly accredited
teacher from Atlanta, Ga and has been
joyfully practicing T'ai Chi Chih since
1,999.
Nancy Beck received her TCC
accreditation in Albuquerque
In November 2002. She originally felt
that, on retirement, she would be involved in volunteer work, probably in
a nursing home where her parents
had been. However, she decided
against that because of too many painful memories. In 2001, HealthPoint
opened and she took a TCC class. With
the help of Larry Sava, Wellness Director, she says she not only found a
place to volunteer where she could
help promote senior healtku but also
found in the TCC classes a very closeknit, caring, and supportive group.
Now, as a volunteer/staff member she
works with other classes,which she
enjoys, but it is the TCC community
that is like family.
Linda Braga teaches and teaches in
California.
Carmen Brocklehurst was the first
distributor for Satori (the previous
publisher of ]ustin's books, tapes and
videos) and she continues her role as a
distributor for Good Karma Publishing, Inc. She feels it's a special gift to
talk to so many teachers and students
about the perceptive materials that
justin has created, materials she uses
as an integral part of her teaching.
Debbie Cole is learning that one of
the best ways to dissipate one's own
animosity is not to make assumptions, but to ask questions and listen
with an open mind and an open heart.
Cary Fellman was accredited in 1998.
She is a poet, teaches poetry writing
classesand presents workshops on
self-publishing.
Pat Flynn became accredited to teach
T'ai Chi Chih |oy Through Movement
in October of 2002 and Seijaku in January of 2004. Along with her husband,
Larry, she successfully started and

ran an engineering firm based in the
Washington, DC area for more than 20
years until it was subsequentlysold.
Ellen Dee Foster lives in Albuquerque
but hails originally from Missouri.
She stayed some days after the 2004
conferencein St. Louis to spend time
with her Missoui kin.

covery, and as a ministry to the gay
community. He especiallyappreciates
(and feels challenged by) the slow, but
large changesthat T'ai Chi Chih and
meditation have introduced into his
life and observing the same in his students and other teachers.

Rhonda St. Martin stumbled intoher
first TCC class,taught by Carmen
Kathy Grasselin her sparetime is try- Brocklehurst, in 1986. Enthusiastig
youn& wounded and totally out of her
ing to save the endangeredsilvery
body, she was quite challenged by the
minnow from extinction.
movements but TCC would not let go.
Marilyn Irvin was accreditedin NoShe believesTCC is a gentle re-entry
vember in Albuquerque.Seeher come- to the body, however still finds herself
not really surrendering to the flow.
back story in this issue.
She is most grateful to live in AlbuMichael Isaacsrecently moved from
querque and everything that that
means. Rhonda sharesher life with
New Jerseyto California to enjoy his
her karmic appointment of 2O+years,
family and the weather.
Ed, and their two dogs Bella and Luna.
Dorene Krause is from Midland Park, Once not even friends, they now find
New Jersey.Shewas accreditedin No- joy in adventure and lessonsaround
the healing power of love.
vember 2003.
Ginny Morgan lives in Albuquerque
and was accreditedin November
2002.Ann Rutherford introduced her
to TCC and encouragedher to become
a teacher.Ginny is an active teacher,
does the classschedulestwice a
month for the TCC Center, and serves
on the TCC Board.
Marie Myszkier is a newly accredited
Tai Chi Chih instructor. She lives in
Albuquerque, New Mexico and enjoys
hiking, photography and journaling.
Specialmomentsfor her are doing Tai
Chi Chih at the baseof the Sandia
Mountains.
Daniel Pienciak has been practicing
T'ai Chi Chih since 1995,and teaching
since 1997. He has very much enjoyed
hosting area trainings, retreats, and
workshops in TCC and Seijaku since
1998.He teachespiano, and seesindi-'
vidual clients for other bodywork modalitiessuch as IET and Thai Yoga
Bodywork, sometimessimply known
as Thai massage.Daniel also enjoys
facilitating retreats/workshopsin personal growth and spirituality, particularlv as thev relate to those in re-

Larry Sav4 while attending a demonstration of T'ai Chi Chih at the Southwest Yoga Conference was impressed
with his flow of chi. He worked with a
cancer survivors group using T'ai Chi
Chuan and, feeling that was not the
answer, began to search for other
methods.He cameback to T'ai Chi
Chih and was certified in the first
Texas teacher accreditation in San Antonio by Ed Altman (and by the
prayers of Sr. Alice!). Larry later completed Seijakutraining. He believesthe
chi has helped with recovery from
thyroid cancer.He is currently director of the HealthPoint Wellness Center
in Lubbock, a facility for seniors.
Larry says, "I believe iry and have
seerythe dramatic benefits of TCC in
our senior membership."
Meg Scinto is a resident of Ringwood
New Jersey, current
host-home of many
Tai Chi Chih events,
including Intensives,
Teacher Trainings
and weekend workshops. She became
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accreditedin November ('04) at the
Albquerque TeacherTraining session.
Meg feelsvery fortunate to be part of
the New fersey Tai Chi Chih community and attributes the many opportunities to practice and study together
along with the giving attitude of the
teachersa major part of her progress
on this journey. A specialnod to Sr.
Antonia for her guidance. Always
grateful and amazedat how the Chi
moves and evolvesin one'slife, she is
looking forward to extending this gift
to others through teaching.
Sharon Sirkis was accreditedin 1997
by Ed Altman. Due to a vision she
saw in the sweat lodge fire a few
years back, she continues to combine
TCC, Reiki / Chakra Energy healing,
and Native American healing, in her
work with helping the people. Sheis
currently reading Journey to lxtlan,
the lessonsof Don Juan,by Carlos
Castaneda.
Ellen Tatge lives in Albuquerque
with her husband and cat, keeping
her sanity in her workplace by offering to teacheveryoneT'ai Chi Chih.
Shehas been holding together a Tuesday night ongoing TCC classfor regulars for the last twelve years.

Justin Stone

Understandingoneself
BylustinStone
during the second world war, "What
you read in the papers is all propaganda." He saw no reason to lie or
manufacture half truths, so he became
ment he or she has made. This means

known as a wit. Sometimes, of course,

understanding the true motivation.

he caused bad reactions. But he told

Firsf there is usually the false view of

the truth.

what has been done, and then the

There are incidents where a father

need to invent reasons in order to save

or a teacher has schooled a child to

face with oneself. Pretty soon the subject begins to believe what has been

"always tell the truth"; then, when the
telephone rings, say to the child, "An-

invented and it becomes solidified in

swer it and say I'm not here."

the subject's mind. The "alaya
vijnana" (the Buddhist "receptacle of

An interesting questiory which only
a psychologist or psychoanalyst can
answer, arises when we ask: Does a

consciousness") is stuffed with such
junk, along with the habit energies

person lose stature with him or herself

one has developed over a lifetime.

when that person deliberately lies? Or

The vashanas (habit energies) go
back to the indoctrination

given to us

can the falsehood be rationalized so
that it does not hurt the image one has

from childhood, and we assume that
cloak even though the parents and

of him or herself? Each one of us has an
image of him or herself, and in some

teachers we knew may not have been

cases that image is not very flattering.

well-balanced.

There are instances when one tells
"a little white lie" in order to save

Judy Tretheway has volunteered for
sevenyears as the facilitator and
teacherfor the Folsom Prison program. She is also a chaplain and spiritual director.

Racial prejudice and strange sexual
judgments color our views and, unless

another's feelings. If a woman tells an-

we can discard them (almost impossible for sorne), they put us in a

other woman, "That dress is very flattering on you," knowing full well that

twisted bondage for the rest of our

it isn't, can we fault her for not telling

fustin Stone still likes to drive fast
cars.

Iives.

the truth? "Be true to yourself" is a
saying we have all heard, but it's often

I once knew a professional tennis
player who usually told the unvarnished truth,
no matter how
bad a light it
cast on him.
People thought
he was a wit
and just being
funny when he
said things
like, "I'mgoing
to steal that
ashtray," ot,

hard to apply.We certainly do not

want to hurt othert so we must
judge what is best
to say at all times.
Nevertheless, the
aboveposessome
interesting questions which we
might do well to
consider.
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Getting Stoned
Martin
ByRhondaSt.
Yearslater as I recall this most unexpected encounter, I seethat it was
only one of many times when Justin
moved from California to
pulls
the rug out from under one's
I
had
seen
Albuquerque.
feet. In Native American terms, he
him at the Tuesday morning teacher
has
Coyote Medicine (Trickster alTCC
Center
and
we
practices at the
ways teaching).Humor is only one of
had had a few conversations. It was
the ways he tries to wake us up. It is
time to go to lunch. We agreed to meet
also one of the more gentle.
at his then-favorite Indian testaurant,
RecentlyI arrived at ]ustin's home
Shalimar (the building has since been
for a Sunday evening meditation. I
demolished and in its place is a highhad just spent some time prior to
end drive-thru coffee bar).
that Christmas shopping and reFeeling quite nervous about being
marked "It's a jungle out there." He
with the great Master, I arrived. Justin
quickly fired back, "It's a jungle in
was, of course, already at the restauhere." Indeed. He was, of course,rerant. He knew the owners and they
ferring to the inner world, meditawere visiting. Justin, always and still
tion and the trappings of Mind.
the quintessential gentleman pulled
So what have I learned from fustin
my chair out for me. He wore a
all theseyears?Well much,I would
snappy tan blazer. We sat for a mois famous.It was as though time stood hope but what immediately comesto
ment and then proceeded to the small
lunch buffet. What happened next was still.I didn't know what to do.I didn't mind is this: Take this life and the lessons presented by it seriously but not
dare laugh. But it was so funny! For
one of the most profound teachings
too seriously. Get to know this Chi
anyone who has ever enjoyed the
]ustin would ever offer me. It was
which makes us who and what we
it
was
like
Pink
Panther
movie
series,
wrought with genius and simplicity.
are. Do not fall into the trap of putting
a stellar performance by Inspector
In fact it was so absolutely powerful,
for
the
secWe
got
a
bowl
Clouseau.
so Zen, that I was left stunned and
]ustin on a pedestal. Extraordinary
human? Absolutely! God? No more
ond courseof soup and I remember
speechless.
than you or me. Justin does not want
rest
of
the
lunch
little
else
about
the
I
handed
a
While at the buffet
]ustin
to be deified or reified, and to do so
that day.
small salad plate (there was soup and
missesthe point of his teachings.He is
the
salad
plate,
salad nearby).He took
always pointing to our dualisgot a ladle of soup and poured it
tic thinking. Practice T'ai Chi
went
The
soup
onto the plate.
;.
iiii
Chih and meditation with Teh
splashing everywhere! It
ti'
(power of inner sincerity). And
dripped, it ran off the plate, some
when it's funny, by all means
of it on the floor, some on me. He
laugh!!
looked at me. I was totally
he timing seemed right. Justin had fairly recently

dumbfounded and had no idea
how to react. Obviously it was
very funny-the

sort of razor-

sharp humor I would later come
to learn as that for which lustin

I

Interview I

Good Karma in good hands with Kim Grant

Kim Grant, while basedin Boston,is on the
roada lot. She'snot just a writer; she'sa
trazteltoriter, writing for Lonely Planetfor
the last two decades.Shehappenedto be on
the West Coastfor this interaiew,finishing
up threebooks.A lot is happeningin Kim's
world right now, not the leastof zahichis
headingup GoodKarma Publishing. More is
about to happen,as shehas decidedto moae
to Albuquerque,New Mexico, in the aery
nearfuture.
VFJ: So how does it happen that you
are moving to Albuquerque?
Kim: Here's how it happened. I was
writing a book in Provincetown on
the Cape. I was driving around one
night-it was really cold and rainy.
Things hadn't been going well. I was
in the dunes, and this little frog
hopped across my path while I was
driving. I had to come to a screeching
halt. There was something in that particular moment with the simplicity of
this frog-hopping across the road to
get to the other side for no other reason. That's what frogs do, they hop. In
that blink of a moment, I had this
epiphany that I want to be as simple
and as purposeful as that frog hopping across the road. I have to go to
New Mexico! It was the strangest
clearest thing beyond logic-it doesn't
make any sense, but it was one of
those moments that when we do TCC
we trust those moments.
VFJ: You must have been thinking
about it before to some extent, no?
Kim: It's true, I've been thinking about
it for a year and a half. I have a great
life in Boston; the choice to leave is my
own, except it doesn't feel like the
choice is mine, like what ]ustin talks
about-the choiceless choice. I iust
think it's time. And
what I've learned
over the last year
and a half is that everything changeshuge lesson-and so
nothing has to be

forever. And that makes my decision a
lot lighter. I can go to New Mexico
thinking, okay, if it works, great I'll
stay; if it doesn't, I won't stay. And,
my God, I'm going to New Mexico because justin is still alive. He is gracious and generous enough to give me
his time and his wisdom, and I just
can't ignore that any longer. There's
not a single thing in my life that I regret, but I also came to the conclusion
with this frog that I. would regret not
having spent more with |ustin if he
died. And I don't want to regret that.
So that's why. You know, I'm incredibly attached to my house. I'm attached to my friends, so I kind of want
to test that attachment-see how real
it is. It may only be real in my mind.
VFJ: Will you sell your house?
Kim: No, I'm going to rent it because...
VFJ: Yeatu because.
Kim: I'm probably not going to give
up my life as a travel writer; I'm just
not going to write as many books as I
usually do. I mean, I wrote five books
this year. So I'll write one or two
books a year, be reasonable about it,
and try to live a more simple life, and
really devote-and here's the key-a
heck of a lot more time and attention
to Good Karma Publishing. As
Carmen always says, and I've putting
it into practice for the last few
months, energy follows attention. I
keep repeating that over and over, and
sure enough, it's true. As soon as I put
my attention on something, some kind
of other energy kicks in and something
happens, so I really want to. Good
Karma deserves it; justin deserves it;
Tai Chi Chih deserves it; and more
people deserve to know about TCC in
what he's written. I can't afford to
live in Boston and devote as much
time as I would like to to Good Karma
because it's too expensive. |ust a practical concern.
VFf: Could you go in some detail
about what Good Karma is?
Kim: Here's what I alwavs sav. Good

Karma exists to produce, disseminate,
and promote the work of fustin Stone
and T'ai Chi Chih in two ways: one, to
the community, to our teachers and
students, and two, to the outside
world. That's the part that I really
love and intend to focus on next year.
For example, I open up a New Age
catalog and see all the yoga tapes and
Tai Chi Chuan tapes and I think, man
ya know, our tapes should be in there.
I'm booked a year in advance with
book contracts. They are ending now
and I've only taken on one for next
year. So I've kind of cleaned my plate
and I'm ready to heap some Good
Karma onto it for next year. I want to
really grow it outward to the bigger
community. It's poised to take off.
Maybe it's reached a saturation point
within the TCC community; the only
thing to do is to go outside the community and grow it that way. The
other thing I think is important for rrie
to do, although it's not a specific
charge that I've been givery is to start
doing my own publicity campaign in
a way for T'ai Chi Chih. I write books
and articles all the time. I have great
contacts and I understand the publishing world because I've been writing these books for 20 years. I think
one of the things I am in a somewhat
unique position to do is start submitting articles to big magazinds. That
takes time, but agairy if I lead a simpler life with fewer financial demands,
I can afford to plant those seeds and
wait for them to sprout. The story
needs to be told on a bigger level. We
all take it for granted; we know what
T'ai Chi Chih does, but other people
don't. I think I can do that.
VFJ: That's a big hat to wear.
Kim: I think my faith in T'ai Chi Chih
has grown over the years, so I really
do believe now, in a way that defines
faittu that if we do the right work,
something will kick in and the universe will support it. I hate that kind
of language-it all sounds to airy-
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fairy-but I think it's really true, so I
want to give it some discrete amount
of time, because I think something really will happen. Whenever I've decided to do something, it's really been
phenomenal, when I've decided
wholeheartedly to jump into something, it works. Two summers ago, I
was in a somewhat dark period, I remember pounding my fist on the
kitchen table, saying out loud, "I just
want to go to Hawaii. Or New
Mexico." The next day I got a call from
my publisher and he said, "I know
you're in this tough stage now, Kim,
but... is there any way that we can
convince you to do books on Hawaii
and New Mexico." No kidding. I said
with full conviction I really want to go
to these two places, and then it happened. So, I think that if I really put
my attention into doing this for a
year, somehow it will supported.
VFJ: So, you're the right person for
this job, I can tell.
Kim: I feel completely grateful to have
been given this. I feel like it's a huge responsibility. I take it pretty seriously.
And every day when I talk to a
teacher on the phone, and I may be in
a cranky mood before I pick up the
phone, inevitably when I hang up, I'm
in a really good mood because they're
all really great people. I don't know
how that happens; it surprises me every time, but I'm smiling when I hang
up. That feels like a gift that I'm given,
to have the opportunity to step outside myself to do something for someone else and for bigger reasons.It feels
like to be of service. It feels like I'm giving back to justin. That's truly from
the heart, that sentiment. It feels very
pure and so I know it's right.
And then there's the pretty obvious
stuff to do. I want to put out his video
as a DVD. That should be done by the
end of |anuary. People are clamoring
for it. I think that will reinvigorate
people's interest and the outside
world's, too, in Good Karma. Around
the same time, "Justin Stone Speaks"
will be on CD. I just reprinted the
textbook. Those are the three things

that really sell the best. I want to get a
unified look for all the books. I have to
wait until we reprint them, but I want
like a brand identity. I hate to sound
so corporate, but you go to the bookstore and you can recognize the
Shambala books four feet away, and
that's what I want to start happening
to Good Karma. I've been a photographer for 20 years, and I do think that
image matters. I think the way that
we present ourselves as a community,
as a company of Good Karma, as a
practice called T'ai Chi Chib I think it
matters. Should it make a difference?
You know, when someone goes to the
bookstore, if they pick up a shiny book
versus a not-shiny book, no, they
should pick up the best book that's out
there. But the fact of the matter ig that
is the world we live in. I photograph
book covers; I help design books; I did
Justin's art book, which came out really well. I have high hopes for Good
Karma. I said to the new teacher candidates at the training that I feel like
I'm sitting on a diamond mine with
Good Karma. It's like diamonds in the
rough, ready to be polished.
VF!: You have your own corporation
called Bindu Press. Is it still going
strong?
Kim: Yes, I have this line of cardsblack and white abstract cards. I'm
not sure what I'm going to with it. It is
still around. It's funny, because bindu
means "point without extensiory" or
"point containing infinite possibility."
So, I did the card thing with it, and
now I'm waiting and I'm not sure
what it is going be for the next thing
to do with it. It could go anywhere because of the name. I was out at an informal meditation retreat with |ustiry
and I had been thinking thinking,,
thinking for a couple months, what
can I name this company. All of a sudden justin used this word, Bindu. And
it just sang. I have this notion to write
- I hate this term, but kind of more
spiritually-based travel. I'm a reluctant travel writer now. I don't like to
go anywhere. I like to sit still, and so I
have this notion about doing a series

called, "Slow Dowry See More," which
totally fits in with all our meditation
and TCC... like go somewhere nice, like
Banff or Lake Louise, do TCC on the
edge of some fantastic lake and do one
thing that day and do it really well,
and then just sit still.
VFJ: That's great. What a great idea!
Kim: It doesn't make for a thick book,
but it makes for some good web essays.
VFf: There are some books out there.
"Hard Travel to Sacred Places," "Zen
and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance," "Bones of the Master." Lots of
pilgrimage books to take inspiration
from.
Kim: Yes, I want to find a little bit
more spaciousness in my life. I can
think that the New Mexico sky and all
the space there is the perfect sort of
grounded reality check for what I'm
feeling.
VFJ: So how many books have you
written?
Kim: Probably .... [counting, thinkingJ... either authored or co-authored,
probably 15 different books, but some
of them five or six editions of them.
From scratch, I've probably written
10 books. I continue to update a lot of
them-they change fairly significantly. If you check into
kimgrant.com, vou'll see. There's a T'ai
Chi Chih sectiory too. There's a photography sectiorL travel writing, Cape
Cod, and T'ai Chi Chih. It has a little
film clip of quick-time video of
Carmen doing T'ai Chi Chih.
VFJ: So who is the biggest pain in the
neck you have to work with?
Kim: You know who it is, it's me. Nobody is harder on me than myself. I
think most people who are self-employed say that. I think it was Ann
Rutherford who said to me about a
year ago now, "Are
you afraid to move
to New Mexico because you're afraid
Justin is going to be
really hard on you?"
I really laughed out
loud, not at her, but
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... I said justin can't be harder on me
than I am on myself. I have such high
expectations, and I'm a freakin' perfectionist. I don't judge other people, but
I'm really hard on myself. It's the only
way I think I make any progress.
VFJ: I'm trying to think of some dastardly consequence of being hard on
oneself.
Kim: Well, I tell you, this book that I
just finished yesterday; it was the
easiest, most graceful project I have
ever completed.
VFj: Because?
Kim: I think it's because of T'ai Chi
Chih. I have been doing it really regularly lately. When I do it regularly, my
equanimity is maintained, and I can
sit down and the right words come
out in the right place at the right time,
with ease. It's astonishing. I continue
to marvel at it. When I don't feel like
doing it, Carmen frequently checks in
with me when I'm on a deadline.
"How you doing? Have you done your
T'ai Chi Chih today? ]ust do five minutes." Of course I know that when she
says just do five minutes, what happens is as soon as I start, I love it and
don't want to stop and I do the whole
practice. It's like night and day. I can
see it when I'm writing and doing
anything creative-when I'm doing it,
versus when I'm not doing it.
VFJ: When you started TCC, was it
out of some curiosity or because you
needed something at the time, how
did that happen?
Kim: Well, you can't be around
Carmen any length of time and not do
it. I didn't know what the heck this
thing was. I only knew that here was
this person I respected, and who I was
not going to be escaping from any
time soon, and if I didn't try it, she
would make my life just a little bit
miserable. And my
God, I'm so'grateful. I
come from a Midwestern family that
is really kind of a
"show-me" sort of
II
family. I did it on
faith for years and

e
8

years. I don't feel like I felt anything
but I just kept with it-albeit irregularly. And then one day Carmen said,
"All right enough whining. ]ust do
T'ai Chi Chih every day for 30 days,
and then talk to me at the end. Just
promise me for 30 days you will do it.
Can you just give me that?" I said all
right fine. At the end of 30 days, I really felt a huge difference. And then I
really was hooked and couldn't give it
up. But I had been doing it in fits and
startt not heeding |ustin's sweet adrnonitions: "The effects are cumulative." They are, don't you think?
VFJ: Yes, I do.
Kim: I hear that little mantra in my
mind all the time, which is bringing it
around full circle. That's why I'm going out to New Mexico. It's just priceless. If we're open enough and willing
to change, then marL it's a gift. You see
it every day. It's been great to just fly
in once every six weeks or so, and get
a big ol' dose of him and everyone and
then go home and digest it for six
weeks, but I think that there's something to be said for just diving in, not
holding back anymore. There's no
turning back. You can't go home again
because you change. I'm not a sentimental person.
VF|: So if you're not sentimental, then
what are you? Hard as nails, ha? Actually you seem quite vulnerable, honest-you put stuff right out there and
allow what happens.
Kim: I may sound vulnerable to use
your word, but I feel quite the opposite.
VFJ: Vulnerable is a positive term. We
need to look for that because if we
won't open ourselves and be vulnerable, we risk turning into self-repressed iron maidens. That kind of
softness and vulnerability that comes
from that place of honesty and knowing that they can't hurt you is an
ideal, not a weakness.
Kim: That's what ]ustin talks about,
the softness of the willow tree, yielding taking things, but then surviving
the storm.
VFf: As opposed to the big tree that

gets uprooted because it can't go with
the wind.
Kim: A traumatic experience opens
you to the potential for learning.
VFf: So, the world... do you vote?
Kim: Hey, I live in a Blue state. And
I'm moving to a Red state?
VF]: Do you read books, ha ha?
Kim: I don't remember the last book I
read cover to cover. I think it might
have been Wally Lamb, I Know This
Much ls True. I really don't read books
anymore. I don't do things that are
traditionally "fun" until I've done my
TCC for the day and my meditation
for the day. I read little Zen books of
poetry, like Ikuyu's Wild Ways.I don't
know if it counts, but I read once or
twice a year T.S. Eliot's long poem Tfte
Wasteland.I could tell you the whole
thing in the same way that I can chant
the Heart Sutra at ]ustin's house. I
read it so often. It's a beautiful timeless piece.
VFJ: I've always believed T.S. Eliot to
be enlightened.
Kim: I read him for the first time in the
11th grade. I wrote a freshman paper
on Four Quartets, my first year in college, and then I got an award at the
end of the year for Best Writing Student. I chose to jump into that. Here's
a quote from No. 1 of the Quartets:
Timepresentand timepast
Are bothperhapspresentand timefuture
And timefuture containedin time past
If all time is eternally present
AII time is unredeemable.
IMat might haaebeenis an abstraction
Remaining a perpetual possibility
Only in a world of speculation.
lMat might haztebeenand what has been
Point to one end, which is alzaayspresent.
VFI: So, Kim, you've answered all my
questions without me asking them.
Kim: You trying to get Oprah's job?
Okay, here's a quote to end with:
rNhat we caII the beginning is often the end
To makean end is to makeabeginning
Theendis wherewe start fram.
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Chi at Work

T'anChi Chih in Wisconsin
ByCaryFellman
n July, 2004,ltaught T'ai Chi
Chih@foy Through Movement

quiet while she practiced TCC.
Classes were 1 r/zhour long for five

at the School of the Arts at

days. These students learned quickly
and by the end of the week were mov-

Rhinelander. WI. Founded in
1964, this one-week summer enrich-

to sell videos and other Good Karma
items to those students but do supply
the ordering information. I know most

ing very well through all the move-

do purchase a video and continue to
study using it.

by the UW-Madison Department of

ments. On Thursday noory during
"Works in Progress" time in the audi-

I also teach an eleven-week, onehour class at a school for seniors in

Liberal Studies and the Arts. Eighty

torium, we were allotted five minutes

classes are offered by a faculty of 46

to demonstrate TCC. I chose Rocking

Milwaukee. They learn a bit more
slowly and after-SObodies move less
easily. But all my students have said

ment program for adults is provided

instructors. There are eight categories

Motion and Bass Drum, two move-

of instruction and TCC fits into the

ments my students were most com-

Dance, Movement and Relaxation

fortable with. After a very brief explanation of TCC, I began Rocking Motion

area.
This is the second year I've been
asked to teach at the school. I limit the
class to 15 students, a number I can

and was aware of total silence from an
audience of approximately 100 people.
Later that day, a least a dozen people

easily keep track of. This year the stu-

shared with me their reaction to our

dent ages ranged from 35 to 82. One

they feel so much better, are more energized, more flexible and attribute
that to their practice of T'ai Chi Chih.
And they all order videos in order to
continue practice at home.
It is such a pleasure to share the gift
of TCC with others. I give thanks to

student was pregnant and, at the end

demonstration. They felt calmed and
quieted just watching us move and

of the week, she gave us a baby report.

said they'd like to take the class next

Justin, to my teacher Carol Mackovak
and all those at the 2003 gathering in
Banff who helped me fine-tune my

Her usually active baby became very

year. Due to school policy, I'm not able

own practice.

A PotentLesson- Teacheras Student
By EllenTatge,Alb uquerque,N M
-f,

thint often of lustin's encourl'
I
ll ug"^unt to let Tai Chi Chih
--'l- teach us to do Tai Chi Chih. He
also speaks of the experience of Tai Chi
Chih doing Tai Chi Chih. Long-term
practitioners of TCC understand these
statements, but how do we convey
these ideas to our students? Teachers
of any subject who have affected me
most are those well versed in their
subject matter, but who continue to
be students themselves. Carolyn
Shaw is the teacher who introduced
me to Tai Chi Chih. One of her most
potent teaching techniques was a silent practice at the end of each lesson.

Shenot only offered no comments
during that period, she actually
tumed her back on us. Her directive
was that we simply practice..This behavior offered such a clear statement
that stays with me to this day, affecting both my practice and my teaching.
With this simple technique, Carolyn
conveyed a number of things:
. I have taught you how to do these
movements, and now is your time to
go deeply into your practice
. I also need to do my practicewith
you
o Let Tai Chi Chih be your teacherthe practicehas infinite capacityto
teach.

I
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The gift of starting T'ai Chi Chih early in life
By Carmen Brocklehurst,Albuquerque,N M

uring the recentTeacher's
Training Classin Albuquerque, one of our candidates,
Alba Cardascofrom New Tersey, made a wonderful statement with
tears in her eyes, "I feel cheated that I
did not learn T'ai Chi Chih sooner." I
agree that T'ai Chi Chih is a wonderful
gift. The depth of joy we feel when we
do it leaves us wanting to share it

his neck and long tee shirts with interesting statements like, "Don't let oth-

practice. It was obvious during practice that there was a great deal of chi

ers tell you to shut up on your planet:"
He is quiet and respectful. Even if his

flowing through him. His body kept
moving in serpentine fashion. One of

mother had to leave a little early, he
always made it a point to bow from

my adult students (who had a tendency to be a bit tight) watched Zak

the back of room before leaving. He
practiced T'ai Chi Chih every day. He
also shared great comments about the

and commented that Zakfit the description that Justin gives for the right
attitude for doing T'ai Chi Chih. "Pretend that you have just lost your job,

soon as possible.

words that I assigned each week.
These words - such as Balance,
Breathe, Harmony, and Clarity - re-

and you don't have a friend in the
world. Then what do you do?" At this

Two young boys recently came to
two of my beginning T'ai Chi Chih

inforced the movements learned that
week. At the end of each class, when I

point Justin demonstrates "Carry the
Ball to the Side" with a totally relaxed

classes.(I have taught other classes for
children only but these were adult
classes.)Alex, who came with his

would ask what the students got out
of the day's class, Alex commented,
"When I find that I am getting upset at

mother to class, was 15 and Zak was
13. Alex's mother warned him that
this was not a martial arts class and

stuff at school, I go do a movement or
two and, right away, I get back in balance. It is real neat." I agree with Alex:

body. During the last class Zak commented that "I like to do T'ai Chi Chih
because it makes me happy inside." He
said this with a beautiful smile on his

that it would have more of a spiritual
emphasis. His reply was,'That's good'
I want to learn what that means. I

it is "real neat" to have a discipline
that can keep us in balance.

with as many people as possible, as

don't want to fight."
Alex wears long curly hair down to

Zak is looser and smiles more than
Alex. He didn't always keep his bodY
quiet between movements during

face.
It is wonderful that both boys could
learn T'ai Chi Chih at such a young
age. When we are youn& we usually
only learn to sleep, eat, play and go to
school. And now we can also learn
T'ai Chi Chih, so that we can love and
share the chi as a life long practice.

Oakland teacher John Steinmetz
sent the following to the VFf :
I just wanted to let you know
that I took a Tai Chi Chih class

Have you all got favorite music to
practice T'ai Chi Chih by? Mine,
hands dowry for years now has been
"Emblissening Movement," by harp-

with instructor Athene at mY
school (California State University Hayward) At first, I just

ist |oel Andrews. I learned with
Emblissening and now I use it in my
own classes.It's a Pavlov's dog
thing-I hear the music and have to

went through the motions. BY
the end of the eight week class, I
honestly felt a magical surge of

get up and practice. I've worn out a
couple of the tapes and have purchased it a few times to give to stu-

energy gomg
through my body.
I will continue
with this for the
rest of my life.
Thank you. -Anne
Cunningham

dents. Emblissening has been verY
popular among teachers and students all over, so I'm probably not
the only one who is glad that Mr.
Andrews has finaily produced a CD
of it. You can order it on his website
www.harpof gold.com. --Kathy Grnssel
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Homeplay : Experimentswith Chi
By LindaBraga,CastroValley,CA
'ai

Chi Chih students and

teachers want to deepen
their form of TCC in order
to enhance the flow of Chi.
But how?
Recently, TCC students in my Continuing Class were encouraged to find
out what happens when you take one
TCC movement and do it for an extended period of time. They were
asked to pick one movement (not
Rocking Motion), and to do it until
they needed to stop and hold Rest
Pose, and then repeat for about the
same amount on the other side. Continue until they felt it was "complete."
They were advised not to count! They
were also advised to look at a clock before they started and after they finished, to see how long they were moving, but not to watch a clock during
practice. The results as shared in class
the following

week were very inter-

esting. Here are a few of the comments.
Pat selected Daughter on the
Mountaintop. "I had all kinds of weird
things happen! BOTH my hands were
vibrating all over the place, not just
my right hand. I lost track of how long
I was moving, and I forgot what I was
doing, and the name of the movement.

still
Winter
Hibernate
Going Within
Revealing
Hidden
Gems!
-SharonSirkis

My hands got bright red and were really HOT, especiallyright in the center. Lots of other things happened, too.
My eyesstarted watering. And I felt
my legs trembling."
Suepicked BassDrum. "I didn't
watch the time, but I know I did it
longer every time. This month is hell
teachingMiddle School,and we are all
exhausted,but I have really felt good
this week. I am still standing, and
there are only 21.more days of school!
I know TCC ishelping my enerry;'
Pilar picked Daughter in the Valley.
"I practicedand just kept going and
going. I couldn't believeit! I got this
funny electrical sensationrunning up
my back and my neck. It was just so
soft.SOSOFT!"
Bevo selectedher favorite movement, Working the Pulley. "I put on a
3S-minute tape and I just kept going
until the tape ended! I love the'way
the hands feel the Chi when they are
extended front and back, but still have
a polarity. WOW! It feelsgood!"
Another selectedPerpetual Motion.
"I was on vacationand able to practice
on a balcony of a Villa, overlooking a
golf courseih Palm Desert.Aside from
a stray golf ball whizzing by my head
one day, I was able to move uninter-

How
I love
Poetry
Nowhere to hide
Shadow side
Sheepish
Grin
-Kathy Grassel

rupted eachday of the week. I found
that I really looked forward to doing
Perpetual Motion for an extended period, wondering what I would experienceand how long I would go. It was
fun. I HAD to do it. I REALLY
WANTED to do it. Nearly every practice of PerpetualMotion was 20 minutes long. I too felt the softness,and
the feeling of the effort of no effort. I
found that my pace slowed down,
and the flow evened out, and everything seemedto shimmer. Even my
toes becamelight as my foot reconnected softly for the return move. I
also noticed the strong polarity in my
hands as they changedfrom pulling
taffy to revolving and preparing to return back the other direction. That
polarity served to shave off the excess
hand movements that happens when
the weight shift occurs. Now this
move is rounder, softer, and fuller
than ever before. Perpetual Motion is
now my favorite movement! I love it."
Many other students in class had
positive experiencesand were excited
and curious to continue the extended
practice. They looked on it as an opportunity, not an assignment or
dreaded homework. Now we call it
Homeplay! As an incentive to your
TCC students, have them try extended practice for a week and then
report back in class.They will have a
lot to say.You will seea big surge in
enthusiasm for TCC and more practice of TCC athome-
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Nuts and Bolts

TalkingMoo-Lah
Coming to terms with your T'ai Chi Chih TeachingBudget
By Pat Ftynn
calcu- an hourly salary for their sub-conWearetaughthototoeffectiaelypractice ft.e.CDplayersandCDs)foreaseof
Howeaer, latingthebudget.Theideaistointroduee tractorsfor easeof paper work. I exandteachtheT'aiChiChihform.
oerylittleissaidaboutthefinancialaspectsyou to basicexpenseand budget calcu- plained that the entire coursewould
of teaching.Itisleftuptatheindiaidualto lationssothefiguresusedherearestrictly take about 12 hours divided into 8
classesof t hour and L5 minutes.The
hypotheticalasisthestory.
maketheappropriatedecisionsfortheirown
centerwent ahead and advertisedthe
This is as it should be because
classes.
coursefor 8 weeks eachsessionfor 1
Recently,I was approachedabout
therearemanyaariablestoconsiderwhensrhour. I would get paid $180for teachteachinga classat a local center.It
Many ofyoumayfind
rangingforclasses.
was about 10 miles away and the cen- ing the courseand calculatedmy exthefollowinginformationusefultahenmakpensesaccordingly:
zuillbeleft ter quoted an hourly wage of $15/
Many tLtings
ing thesedecisions.
hour. They said they preferred doing
out,suchastheartofdepreciatingequipment
Travel expenses10 miles one way equals20 miles round trip at the IRS standardof 34.5cents/mile= $6.90Per
classor $55.20for the entire course.
TravelTime-.
I travel 20 minutes one way to get to the class- a round trip of 40 minutes for 8 classes.I
spend 5.3 hours in travel time.
InsuranceThe annual insurancefee is $150.On avgrage,I teachL0 coursesPer year. $150 divided
by the 10 coursesequals$15 per course
Suppliesand equipmentI bought a new CD player this year for $40 and divided it by the 10 courseswhich equaled
g4/course.I bought 2 new CDs for the classesat a total of $40which cameout to $4/course.
I supply some handouts to the students.Five double sided handouts per student at a cost
of 5 centsper side = 50 centsper student.SinceI average10 studentsPer course,I spenta total
of $5 for the course.
Total Expenses

paid me $15 for only 8 hours because
that is what they advertised in their
flyer, I would have made a lot less. I

$96.80. My hourly taxable income
would be $5.60 for 17.3 hours (12
hours of teaching

would have only gotten paid $120
($15 x 8 hours) but still would have
had the same expenses.I would have

Now, if the center

5.3 hrs

$15.00

$13.00

$83.20Plus 5.3 hrs

I would spend $33.20 to teach the
course and get paid a total of $180.00.
My total taxable income would be

plus 5.3 hours of
travel) of work.

$55.20

cleared $36.80 or $2.'1.3an hour.
Using the preceding example, you
can quickly calculate expenses.If you

happen to work classes on a percentage basis, simply calculate your Percentage Per student and multiply that
figure by the average number of students.
These calculations are not set in
stone but can definitely help you understand and manage the financial
end of your teaching experience.
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Trainings,Intensives,Workshops,Retreats

Six Eventsin 2004for the T'anChi Chih Communitv in the Northeast
By Dan PIenciak,
coursehost
No matter what the season,the T'ai
Chi Chih community in the northeast
has often gathered for workshops, retreats and trainings for the deepening
of our understandingand practice.
The year 2004 was perhaps our most
bountiful year yet!
Last April, our monthly gathering

with Sr. Antonia on reviewing basic
principlesof "how to move," and I led
the other group in a review of Seijaku
practice.
It was a great day, and great weekend, and everyone wants to go back to
that great setting again some day.

fell on a holiday
weekend, so our
meeting was
postponed to one
week later. It so
happened that a
local oceanside
retreat center
(Stella Maris,
Elberon, N|) had
a cancellation
that weekend. It
was last minute,
but I thought,
why not? Our
half-day meeting
grew into an allweekend retreat
almost overnight. Eight of us
gathered for the entire weekend (April
1.6-1,8),
and about 30 students and
teachers came together for the day on
Saturday. It was a glorious spring
day....a little breezy and cool, but
some still sat and basked on the beach
during our afternoon quiet time, and
our Guide, Sr. Antonia, took some flying lessons (was her chi grounded?).
Oh, all right, it was just a kite, but it
was a fun flight for those watching,
too!
With the unexpectedly large group
on Saturday, we split into two groups
after our break. One group worked

Just a few weeks later (Apr 30-May
2), teachersgathered for the third annual New Jerseyteachersretreat at
another great seasidelocation.(Silver
Beach),a large private home where a
very specialand hospitablelady,
Lonnie, frequently hosts weekend
gatheringsfor small groups.Word has
it that Antonia met Lonnie in the
checkout line of grocery store, and
there first received the invitation for a
T'ai Chi Chih eventat Lonnie'shome.
About 30 teachersstayed overnight at
three different area homes, and we all
cametogetherfor severalpractices

and an afternoon workshop sessionto
refine movements. Area teachershave
to reserve early for this event, or they
miss out!
........
On June 23-26,Sandy McAllister
ably led a group of 14 in our second
annual T'ai Chi Chih Intensive (Mt. St.
Francis Retreat
Center,
Ringwood,Nj).
Twelve of the
participants
were taking this
course for the
secondtime!
The apparent
dedication and
enthusiasmof
thesefolks, as
well as the benefits they received,will
hopefully inspire many of
you readers
who have not
yet attended an
Intensive to consider it when offered
near or far in the future. It is a precious opportunity

to work together as

we do for the first few days of a
teacher training course without the
pressure of accreditation attached to
it. Student or teacher alike will attest
to the great benefits of attending this

course.For us in the
northern hills of
New Jerseylast
June,the budding
summer and sparkling swimming
pool made a great
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instead tended to the need of teachers

few days even more pleasurable. For
two accreditation candidates (who

wanting to be accreditedlleam/review

happily became teachers last Novem-

Seijaku for some time now. Pam was

ber in Albuquerque), this course was
pivotal in their preparation and train-

able to alter her travel plans to be here

ing for sure. Just ask Meg Scinto or
Alba Cordat"o........

to lead her FIRST Seijaku training
ever, and what a fine job she did! And
Sr. Antonia agreed to keep our Teacher
Renewal a week earlier in place by
leading that event so that Pam Towne

Several weekends after the annual
Teachers Conference, Sr. Antonia and I

would not have to come a week early

facilitated our second annual summer

for a one-day event. The teacher train-

gathering at Mt. St. Francis Retreat in
Ringwood (August 5-8 ). Like the pre-

ing week was to have followed a day

vious year, about 25 students and

nally.

teachers attended. Also like the previous year, we split the weekend into

had been unable to attend the confer-

two "options." Teachers who already
knew Seijaku, and students who

after the Teacher Renewal Day origiA dozen teachers, most of whom
ence this year, spent a fruitful day

wanted to learn, gathered with me for

with Antonia and me, again deepening our understanding of applying the

a weekend course in this advanced

principles of how to move to our T'ai

form of T'ai Chi Chih. Other students
and teachers worked with Sr. Antonia

Chi Chih practice.

on applying the principles of "how to
move" to their practice. Several times,

Seijaku, and eight more enjoyed a

all of us gathered for a group practice
of TCC together. Unlike the previous
year, the weather was cloudy and
cool..... (too bad for Dary Debbie and
David....no swimming this time!). I
would be remiss if I neglected to note
that several students had their first
experience of the T'ai Chi Chih community that weekend. They were

Eleven teachers were accredited in
helpful audit of the course, including
myself. Pam's was a very thorough
and understandable approach to the
course, and to ihe application of the
Seijaku principle. We were allbuzzing
with that "lJnusual Power" of all that
Seijaku movement by the end of the
weekend and we learned lots about
grounding as well.
And yes, "softness"! Most helpful for

deeply touched, and they deeply
touched the rest of us as well. Presence

me in my own Seijaku practice was
Pam's strong but gentle reminder that

is truly a gift.

"the softness is always there, even in

Lastly, again a bit of last-minute

the resistance. It is the underlying
state of all the movements."

discernment and open-mindedness
led me (with the encouragement of
Pam, Sandy, Antonia, and others) to

Still more, Pam offered encouraging
words from Justin Stone, reiterating
his words, "Seijaku helps us make

fill in the time originally booked for a
teacher accreditation in New Iersey

progress in our growth in learning
who and what we are, and according

with a Seijaku ac-

with Reality."

creditation. Since

Enough said. Teachers who don't
know, or don't practice Seijaku, give

enough of the potential candidates for
teacher training in
the area were not yet
ready this year, we

year here in the New Jerseyarea for
the T'ai Chi Chih community. With
the seasonof "presents"just passing,I
am filled with gratitude for the
greater gift than any material one:
PRESENCE.Thank you, teachersand
students for being a part of thesewonderful gatherings. I hope to seeyou at
many more in coming years.

yourself a gift. Make room in your life
for seijaku'
......r,
Yep! A very rich and rewarding

N ewfounillanil "pioneer teacher" Sheiln
Leonard r eceiaesSeij akku teachercertific at elr om tr ain erPam Toune

T'ai Chi Chih Teachers:
Do you want to take the
Seiiaku Teacher Training or review it if
you've already taken it?
You have two opportunities to do so this year.
See the Calendar listing
for coursesin
Edmonton and Albuquerque. -Pam Towne
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New Jersyeventsevoke LOTS of comments
Seiiaku accreditation,
October 22-24,2004
Doing the Seijaku weekend was very
special for me. I learned and relearned the principles of TCC all over
again, and began to experience the
Seijaku holding fast and letting go. I
know I will need to practice by myself
and also in a group. I am truly grate-

tut.-AgnesF,:::......
When asked to write about the weekend, I really had no idea as to what to
say. Writing is not my cup of tea. But
on Monday morning, strange things
happened. The question today is, who
am I? Over the Seijaku weekend, I really did not get much sleep, but always had plenty of energy to keep going. Sunday night I could not push
through the wall any more and at 9:30
p.m., I actually hit the wall and was
exhausted. Upon awakening in the
morning, I had to ask myself, who is
this person? And if this is not me, who
is it? The real me gets up in the moming complaining about the mattress
and my aching back.I then have to do
some back stretching and then try to
stand up without falling over. Finally,
I get going. This morning, this person
woke up and felt the chi flowing. He
thought the mattress was great, and
his back was feeling great. He jumped
out of bed and was on his way. I had
to go look in the mirror to see who it
was. I'm not sure who is the real me.
Well it's now mid-afternoon and I am
still floating. Who knows about tomorrow and it doesn't really matter; I
am seizing the moment now. This
weekend was great. A whole new
world has opened that I had no idea
of. Pam did a great job. With the

leaveschanging color, she can now tell
the Califomia folks how beautiful Nj
is! Dary thanks again for organizing
the weekend.I'm sure it had to have a
positive impact on everyone'slife. serenitvnow'o:::........
My experiencethis past weekend has
enhancedmy t'ai chi chih practice and
given me better insight and understanding of my internal chi and its
power. Seijaku has heightened my
awarenessof my mind and my body
and being in the present. It was another enriching experienceon my
journey with the chi and me.I especially want to thank Pam, Dan and the
TCC community for their dedication
and support
:.'.::::.y::*
This weekend taught me softness.
Softnessnot only in Seijaku and T'ai
Chi Chih but also in my own life.
Where and what are the areasthat I
resist and push hard, never let gq and
experiencesoftnessin all conditions.
Seijaku not only raisesone's energy; it
teachesone about life. -ludy Mircznk,
uPstateNY
...........
Time
to slow
to let go
sink deep inside
never to hide
let go
grow

t*!I:'*Y*

Hope
Springs forth
continuous
Love grows within
flowing free
,oyous
me!
-ludy Mirczak,teacher

Sink
inhale
Seijaku
hold on let go
energy
exhale
ground

t!.!.!r'!::':!*
My deep gratitude to Justin Stone
for making the Seijaku way of "unusual power" availableto us, and to
Pam Towne for her able instruction
and invaluable insights.
A big part of my renewed awarenessof Seijaku while hosting this
weekend was the importance of letting go, and of sufficiently grounding
the chi after moving. In this regard, I
receivedfrom "acrossthe miles" the
following excerpt of poetry from another teacher (May Sarton), which
was very appropriate as the autumn
leavesdrifted down softly around us:
I think of the trees and how simply
they let go,
let fall the riches of a season
how without grief they can let go,
and go deep into their roots
for renewal and sleep.
Thank you, JeanKatus, for sending
such appropriate words during a very
deep experienceand time of renewal
for me. - DanPienciak,SeiiakuCourse
Host
...........
I now have begun to grasp the concept
of Seijaku as being an internal experience, the importance
of contracting and
expanding the
TanTiery to com,
pletely "letgo," to
spend time in
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world was ably and

grounding between each
move, and, that doing the
toningsdaily will enhancemy physical healing path that I am currently traveling. This all
took place in a wonderful
fall setting in a place
made familiar by several
trainingsthat I've attended here and by the return of membersof the
T'ai Chi Chih family who
form this caring and supportive community. I'm
grateful for Dan's competent abilities as a course
host. -Narcy Hall,
Shraosbury,Nl

immediately conveyed by our instructor Pam Towne, and
our group practice.
The obvious value of
regular Seijaku practice for informing our
TCC movements, and
for helping T'ai Chi
Chih teachers to better relate to students'
.needs, was also apparent from our
Seijaku teacher-accreditation course. We
have all learned much
about the potential
justin! Thank you, Pam! Thank you,

to seijaku,

rhis is *r,J;;;;;"

and "ah ha!" I finally got it..... "Seijaku
is the advanced form of !! of T'ai Chi
Chih" - Luca Veteran, LakeWinola, PA

Ioy
Grounding
Tensionless
Moving Softly
Resisting
Softly
Flow

-.0."i.'.Y:!!
Seijaku training has led me to a more
felt sense of my T'ai Chi Chih movements in themselves.while also helping me be more grounded in the soles
of my feet, and focused on my center.
The softening/contracting/softening
rhythm of Seijaku is taking me a little
deeper inward, and continues to renew that invitation to go further inside that "inner
landscape" the fustin
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speaks of for greater
fullness of Chi; for
greater fullness of
LIFE ! Thank vou,

Dan! Thank you, TCC companions.
FOR THOSE WHO FIAVEN'TDONE IT
- A WONDERFUL GIFTAWAITS! _
c anada

sh eila Leonard' N.T!:
:: ::::r

through regular practice of Seijaku to deepen our understanding of the principles of TCC prac-

tice' - BiIlMol'1........
Wowie! Blew my mind and my body
away and then back home again. Fi-

My greatest joy was in feeling the release/softness after moving thru the
resistance - a true lesson in my life

nally took the leap and took Seijaku

which is so full of resistance - learning
to allow the release and softness to re-

that what I expected. Surges of energy,
heat and getting "in touch" and per-

turn. INVITING IT ! My message to
other instructors would be to tell

sonal with parts of myself and knowing that more parts needed to be ex-

them of my path to learning: Don't try
too hard - Let it be - Feel the feeling,
and then the movement will come.

plored. As Pam said, "We are but at
the tip of an iceberg." Although sleep

rhanks to atr!- Shar.o:y:"t,

Seijaku wakes you up to the present
whether you are ready or not. I look

Attending Seijaku training made very
apparent to me the tension I carry

forward to carrying Seijaku presentness with me throughout my day. I

when "efforting." It is easy to relax
now. There is greater insight into relaxing/letting go, while flowing after

now REALLY know Softness!Thank

effort. This is after realizing in 1977
that, "relaxation is the key to success
in everythingl do." Very exciting! -

Hutchins
on,N
y:
::
:.::.

Landes'IT........
Dennis
As the power of Seijakupracticeis
readily appreciable,so its application
to all aspectsof living in our hectic

accreditation. I thought I knew what
to expecf but I got more and different

wasn't sound, or necessarily pleasant,

you Pam and Dan for this great experience. -Withloae and chi, Siobhan

I am reminded that I live a spiritual
life and the softness in my life can help
those around me experience softness,
peace, and joy in their lives. Thanks
Dan, Pam andfustin. -Wendy Howard,
MontgomeryCtr,W
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June Intensive

August Retreat

It has been a privilege to share the
learning experience of the T'ai Chi
Chih Intensive with so many sincere
students. Justin reminds us of the importance of the principle represented
by the Chinese character "teh," which
he explains as "inner sincerity."
Sandy has certainly demonstrated the
"teh" in "In-TEH-nsive," and those in
"at-TEH-ndance have responded in

kind'- Grat'll.?
r eacher
:?.'.!:: :e'

What a joy it has been for me to spend
this time with Sandy, Dan and the T'ai
Chi Chih community. For me there is a
sense of "belonging" here, fulfillment,
and peace. My practice and my life
have been further enhanced and enr i ched' - *tt'.r.'
eneKr ause
:t::::
:.:r
We
short - tall
side by side
show the balance
in the flow yin-yang
chil
- Pat W eber Wilcomb. teacher

Joy
has come
into thee
thru T'ai Chi Chih
I can see
in-side
me

-*:::.'.!*!::::o*'

TeacherGraily Anerson,Antonia,
studentChandra Must af a

Soft
Gentle
BeYourself
Continue on
Joytully
Flowing
chi

-":iT!:l!.student
L:r
MyLife
I seeWe
Extraordinaire
You seeme
I see
We
- chan
afa'st udent
:r.::t

The"long" andthe "short" of TCC at
thelune Int ensiue.D an Pienciak and
PatWeber-Wilcomb

Refreshment,renewal and refinement - "the trinity of joy" - l.
experiencedduring my weekend
in Ringwood, New Jersey.Sr.
Antonia and Dan, our guide and
leaders,graciously led our
classesin T'ai Chi Chih and
Seijaku,respectively.Able and
willing colleaguesgifted us with
extra practice sessions! Joy, love,
and laughter permeated the atmosphere. Sr. Rosemaryand her
wonderful helper Terry provided
delectable,healthy meals, which
required no coaxing for us to devour daily. With much gratitude
to all and with fervent appreciaPhD, TCC
tion. -Sze N. Reed,
Teacher

High on Chi at theAugust ueekend
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From Caterpillarsto Butterflies
TeacherTrain rrrgrNovemb er 2004
By RebeccaBusching, coursehost

date to sum up the week in one word.
Hosting duties overtook the thought,
and the thought passed, as did the
week, but what a week it was!
Looking back at the Teacher Training Week from the perspective of eight
days past, the word that I would use
to describe what I

before, or even the morning of their afternoon presentation, were ready to

was correct, they came together
quickly, embracing one another in

tell their story. And what stories they

laughter and in tears, especially ap-

told! Some candidates simply stood
quietly before us and told us their

plauding and praising the most nervous among them. I am not usually

story, while other candidates strode

given to eavesdropping, however, it

confidently from one side of the
"stage" to the other. Other candidates

was all but impossible to not hear the
laughter and chatter emanating from

employed metaphors to get their
point across, and yet another candi-

the back room at the T'ai Chi Chih

date used beautiful roses to demonstrate her blooming.

Center on Friday where most of the
Teacher Candidates had gathered for
lunch. loy filled that room and
bubbled out

witnessed was

into the main

prepared.Seven-

room where I

teen teacher can-

was sitting,

didates came together from eight

and I am sure

states and one Ca-

front door

nadian province,

been opery it

and while for the

would have

most part they

bubbled right

that had the

were strangers, it

out for all the

was apparent
that each one had

world to
hear.
Finally,I

"made ready."
Certainly there

believe the

were fine points of

word that the
Teacher Can-

the T'ai Chi Chih
movements to be tuned up, but the 1'7
candidates all moved well, and by the

themselves is metamorphosls. On Satur-

sentation was based on gratitude. Gratitude talusrin for bringing T'ai Chi

cations, they spoke of change, describing how they each had arrived at the

Chih into the world; gratitude for
their individual pr:ictice and how it

training as tentative caterpillarg only
to emerge as butterflies, replete with

had impacted each of their lives, and
gratitude to their many teachers for

newly dried wings poised to take

vious that each can-

their efforts in preparing them for

didate was once
again,prepared. Even

their training.
What other word might describe

It was my privilege to watch that
metamorphosis and to be witness to
seventeen new T'ai Chi Chih butter-

those who professed
to have readied their

the week? I heard Justin say several
times that this class was the most cohesiaeclassthat he had ever seen. He

vidual movement, replaced instead by
the soft swoosh of togetherness.
When Wednesday arrived and they
began their presentations, it was ob-
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didates would have used to describe

tion was presented quietly, confidently, or metaphorically, each pre-

end of the second day there was a palpable shift in their collective energy.
Gone was the rush, or the lag, of indi-

ft

Regardless of whether the presenta-

material the night

day before they received their certifi-

flight.

flies as they fluttered away on a clear
November day.

TheVkfForcegourna{
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The Fire in Her Heart
by Debbie Cole

ByMegScinto

The light in her eyes,
the fire in her heart
It was time for a whole new wav
of life to start
She was filled with the joy,
the expansion, the growing
This is just the start
of a new way of knowing
She has discovered a gift
and will now pass it on
As an accredited teacher
of T'aiChi...Chih!
[This is a poem I wrote at the Albuquerque Teacher Training in
November. It was inspired by
Alba Cordasco as she wept in
gratitude and joy after her
Wednesday night interview

Inspiring and Uplifting

with

Pam and Sandy, but is dedicated
to all 17 members of the teacher
training cIass. -Debbiel

he recent TeacherTraining course held in Albuquerque liired up to its
reputatiory as expressedby many teachers,as one of the most
memorable and transformational weeks in one's life. I will add to
this, inspiring and uplifting.
From the moment we walked in to the Tai Chi Center on Monday, we were
warmly greeted by the Albuquerque teachersas well as the many out of town
teacherswho camefor either part or all of the week. Having studied with
Sandy McAllister at an Intensive week held in New Jersey,I was comforted by a
familiar face and was accustomedto her even and gentle teaching style. Since
this classtotaled 17 students,Pam Towne was on hand to lend and extra set of
well-trained eyesto help guide the larger group. We were gracedwith the
presenceof our Tai Chi Chih Guide, Sr. Antonia Cooper, for whom this was her
first accreditation in Albuquerque.
I knew there would be opportunities to seeand meet Justin Stone during this
week but his daily appearancesto the Center, at both morning and afternoon
sessions,cameas a completesurprise. How humbling it was to watch fustin
join in with our own practice sessions. When encouragedby Sandy to "say a
few words" to the class,Justin at first declined, then spoke eloquently and at
length about his days studying in India and Japaryextolling the importance of
the chi as was related to him, how to move correctly for the chi to flow through
the meridians,how he was advisedby an Indian swami friend "to make friends
with the Chi." Had I read many of thesewords before?Of course. Sitting and
listening to fustin speak,as in the comfort of one's living room, was truly inspiring and was a special gift from that week that I hold dear.
Oh yes, there were numerous corrections given by Justin to our moves while
we were practicing. At week's end the classwanted him to know we will heed
his words - do the moves well so we can teach our students correctly and always be sincereand keep Tai Chi Chih pure.
The spirit that is TCC existed
within every teacher there who gave
selflesslytoward the one goal of seeing these17 fledglings move on into
the realm of teachers. Their example
is set for us students-tumed-teachers
to emulate, as we work to be an active
part of the community, to continue to
learry teachwell, and "pass it on."
Our theme as a classhad developed that we arrived as caterpillars
in a cocoon and
were leaving as
beautiful butterflies. And for this
newly sprung butterfly, the experiencewas Uplifting!
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Colors

journey to the heart of TCC

ByMarieMyszkier

By SheryIAdair,Atlanta,Georgia

"s
the year comesto a close
I look back and seehow
my life has changed. It has
been a slow progression for
me. The blinders slowly coming off and the prism of life
gently exploding its colors before me. My Tai Chi Chih
teacher training course was
one more ray of color opening
up before me. To say that the
week I shared with other candidates was awesome is an
understatement. We shared,
we laughed, we cried, we all

What an experiencecoming from a tiny T'ai Chi Chih community in Georgia to
Albuquerque-straight into the heart of TCC, literally surrounded by Sandy,
Pam, SisterAntonia, Carmen and Justinhimself. WOW. Plus so many competent, caring teacher-auditors to lend a hand and words of encouragement often
well into the night.
At the beginning of the week I felt like the caterpillar who thought the cocoon
was "the end of the world," and much to my delight I came out a butterfly after
all. My cup was empty and startedfilling back up with a richer understanding
of T'aiChi Chih.
The classof November 2OO4bonded tightly during our week together. Emotions rose to the surface and feelings ranged from exhilaration to exhaustion.
Our stories of how we found TCC or how it found us were varied and moving. I
know each candidate left with something quite special.For me, it was a deeper
understanding, appreciation and love for T'ai Chi Chih and a desire to teach it
with great enthusiasmand integrity.

Chui!!!

added our own "ray of color"
to our personal prism. And

By MayaKent

that color was what each of
us needed to become Tai Chi
Chih teachers.
The love of these colors permeated the Tai Chi Chih center and we all felt its beauty,
warmth and love. To each of
those who experienced this
week, it was something beyond words.

t was the night before the teachertraining in Albuquerque was to begin. I
lf"
",1, had beenon the road for the past five months driving acrossthe U.S. My
,l lower back had been hurting and neither massagenor chiropractichad
helped.I was getting really nervousbecauseI didn't think I could make it for six
days of training. So I was lying in bed, contemplatingthe situation.I suddenly
realized that it was not my back but my kidneys. Then I rememberedJustin's
video and how he had explainedthe six healing soundsand the organsthey
correspondedto. He mentioned if we were having a problem with a specificorgan to repeatthat specifichealing sound.So as I did my T'ai Chi Chih practice
that Monday morning, I repeatedthe Chui healing sound over and over. \A/henI
finished, my lower back was no longer hurting and has not hurt since. Thank,
you fustin. Namaste!

windedbi,,
Grounding!Doesit^ok'*;i\;ffi:x'Ii!:;1ff
r4M

tlVl+.
..:'/lt,ii.lj

.i/jli,lA
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Zero to One Hundred Percent(almost)through T'ai Chi Chih
ByMarilyn lrain, nno teacher,
Noaember
2004
eacher Training week here in
Albuquerque in mid-Novern-ber was a singular experience.
It was a week of being surrounded by and showered with love
from Justin, Sandy, Pam, Sister
Antonia, all the teachers who traveled
from near and far to be with and to
help us, fellow students from near and
far who offered only kind words and
encouragement and family and
friends who prayed for me and took
care of things I normally do. It is impossible to synopsize or synthesize
the teacher training experience into an
article for the Vital Force and I am
somewhat reluctant to even attempt

organizations, working out five days a
week, and leading an activesociallife.
In mid-November,I becameill with
the flu or some other virus and spent
several days sick at home. When I refurned to work, however, my past
pattern of gradually regaining my
strength and good health did not transpire.I just got sick again,to the point
that I had togo home and do nothing
but rest.After severaldays I felt better
and went back to work but never really got back to my previous stateof
"notmal." By mid-morning, I'd be too
tired to support myself in an upright
position in my chair and would have
to slump in it so that my neck and

to do so. Something will be left
out. Someone
will be neglected.
It is impossible
to describe in
words from the
English language
that which is indescribable. It reminds me of the
many descriptions of and attempts to describe "chi."
There is probably one thing on
which most everybody would
agree and that is that the most compelling part of my Presentation was
my personal story. So that is what I
shall relate to you now.
Fifteen years ago/ I was living in
Phoenix, AZ and working at a fulltime job, taking care of a house and
pets, doing volunteer work for several

head would be supported by the
chair. At lunctr, I'd retreat to the back
seatof my car to try to nap or rest.By
mid-afternoon,all pretensesof work
would be obliteratedas I'd lie down
on the floor next to my chair, completely spent.Needlessto say,these
actionswere not normal for this here-

tofore Type A, overachieving person.
Two months of this behavior were
enough to convince me to resign and
five months later I was officially diagnosed with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, which was often referred to in
the journalistic publications of the
day as the "Yuppie FIu." And, indeed,
it did feel like the worst flu I'd ever
had except it didn't go away. Getting
out of bed in the morning was a major
accomplishment. Halfway

through a

breakfast bowl of milk and Cheerios,
I'd be exhausted from the effort of eating and my free hand would rise to
my lower jaw and push against it
trying to help my mouth chew and

swallow a few
more spoonfuls.
The cognitive portion of my brain
was so impaired
that at times it
would sound as if
people were speaking in foreign languagesto me. New
concepts or newto-me everyday
situations were especially prone to
throw my brain
into overload so
that I could not understand what the
prospective
plumber, the accountant, or the friend
with an exciting
story to share was
saying.At one point,
I went to an acupuncturist and he
was unable to find
my chi pulse.I felt

2{
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and looked like a dead person.I used
to saymy life went to zero.
Over the next few years,I gradually
regainedabout 30 or 40 percentof my
previous capabilities through very
Iimited walking, rest, sensorydeprivation, herbs and vitamins, stringent
diet (no sugar,salt, caffeine,wheat,
dairy, alcohol,etc.).I remarried and in
1994moved to Albuquerque.
Within a couple years of moving to
Albuquerque,I becameaware of T'ai
Chi Chih through reading the UNM
Continuing Educationcatalogue.I
would read the descriptionsof so
many classesthat sounded interesting, and which I only dreamed of taking someday. TCC was one of those
classes.I convincedmyself that I
wasn't physically capableof enrolling
and just went on trying to increase
the amount of time (by a minute a
month) and number of days a week
when I could take a walk and not suffer a back-into-bed-fulltimerelapse.
My energy level was bouncing
around between 40 and 50 percent.
Then T'ai Chi Chih cameto me. On occasionalSundayswhen I had sufficient energy to do so, I'd attend a
church. Two years ago, in mid-November again, the church was offering
a variety of classesafter serviceson
two consecutiveSundays.TCC was
one of the classesand I signedup.
Doug Harned was the teacher
who gave me my first TCC lesson.
He didn't have a specificrecollection of me in that classwhen I
asked him two years later, but that
classchangedmy life. We learned
RockingMotion, Around the Platter

rt
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and the Variatiory
and Bass Drum.
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fully shy personwho'd made it
through elementary and high school
without ever raising her hand to answer or ask a question,I found myself
in Doug's classmaking spontaneous
comments out loud, making jokes, just
being so unlike the personI'd always
been in the world.
The next week, Victor Berg was my
teacherand we added only Cosmic
ConsciousnessPoseto our repertoire,
but the samething happened.I found
myself almost giddy with joy, making
humorous comments, and feeling a
sort of freedom and lightnessinside.
Like Doug, Victor didn't remember me
from this classeither, but I took what
they had said to heart and kept doing
the movementsthat I'd learnedmost
every day, and two months later I had
enough self-confidenceto enroll in
Carmen Brocklehurst'sBeginner's
Classthrough the UNM Continuing
Education program.
For the next two years,I took as
many classesas I could, and living
here in Albuquerque at the epicenter
of TCC, we are fortunate to be able to
partake of many classesand opportunities with many qualified and dedicated teachers.
Over these past two years my energy level has increasedto about a 60

percent sustained level. More importantly to me, my stamina has increased so that I can make it through
most days without a nap. The thought
of the weeklong Teacher Training
class, which I'd heard was challenging
and intense, seemed daunting and I
wasn't sure I could withstand it
physically. An auto accident (not my
fault) in July finally convinced me that
I should enroll in the Teacher Training
class and so I did.
In mid-November

of .this year I was

certified to teach T'ai Chi Chih. This
certification brings with it many
thoughts-it

is an honor, a responsi-

bility, a recognitiory a duty-but
given where I was not so very long
ago, it is something else to me personally. It is the tangible evidence that I
had been at zero and have struggled
back to earn something of inestimable
value. It speaks to the power and
steadfastness of the circulation and
balancing of the chi and the importance of trust in the chi. It encompasses the love and dedication of the
sincere TCC teachers who offered me
corrections, encouragement, insight,
and help to the extent I was able to
comprehend it. It is a symbol or a license, if you will, to continue on this
lifelong journey of learning about
TCC, of deepening my practice of
TCC, of sharing my ioy of TCC
with others in such a manner that
they will be inspired to make TCC
a part of their lives. For me, this
certificate is a birth certificate.
Once agairy I feel as if I am among
the living, able to withstand the
challenges life has in store and
thrive. I still have a long way to go

And I felt different

but with TCC part of me and my
daily life now, there appears to be

inside during the

a future of giving and doing rather

very first class.

than solely being. Thank you, Justin, for the gift you have given the

Normally a pain-

world.

2ooJ
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Congratulations!Classof z}}4,Albuquqerque, New Mexico
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From infinite ways: T'ai Chi Chih in Italia
September
3,4,and5, 2004: SandyMcAlisterfor thefiyst timegiaesa workshopin Europe
By CristinaMinelli, Coursehost
When 20 years
ago I went to the
U.S.A., I was eager to be exposed
to the culture that
produced Hollywood, Rock and
Roll, Blues, blue
jeans and the
alive-and-well
all-around
American Myth. I
was confident
that it would take
me a very short
time to learn the
language. After
all, if I learned
anything in my
life it is how to
study.

From top lefi r oza: Sandy McAlisteL RenzaMo scatelli Baker,Antonell a Arioli,
AnnalisaBiasin,ElutaTercnzoni,CristinaMinelli,MariaLuissBoselli,Scilla
Lui, N i col a Lupi, Fr ancescaM aI agutti.
Low et rozufrom left : Gi orilano Caramori, FrancescoMondini, Manuela
Breaiglieri,AgneseCatal ani, Manuel a Moreschi,Elisabetta Zambelli.

Little was I

will try to copy
you." I always
thought that it
wasn't part of
the orthodox T'ai
Chi Chih to ask
"why!'Now I
know that it depends on what
that "why" refers to.
Ifyou
want to know
why in Daughter
on the
Mountaintop the
right hand is always in front,
you might get an
elusive Zen answer, but if you
ask why when

growth as humbleness develops. Or

closing you shouldn't describe too big
a movement you will find out that in

heart all the irregular verb paradigms

better, there is real growth only if
humbleness is the direction taken.

and many idiomatic expression, but
how can I be prepared on the answer

When Sandy McAlister decided to
honor us with her presence, I tried to

are followed, and one of them is to ex-

to give you, when I have no idea about

be ready preparing myself and my

cause we do not need to add any extra

which of the infinite possible combinations of word you will approach me

T'ai Chi Chih group from a technical
point of view. We reviewed the move-

segments to the T'ai Chi Chih basic
trajectory. It would be just a waste of
time, space and energy. So it is OK to

aware of the complexity of human
communication. Sure I can know by

T'ai Chi Chih some basic principles
ecute contained movement. Why? Be-

with? The learning process takes a life-

ments over and over, comparlng our-

time, and the ability to communicate
with humans comes only by trying

selves with Justin's videos and paying
close attention to all the possible de-

and trying without being too haughty.
So what if today nobody laughed at
my joke because my punch line had

tails, trying hard to imitate the four
teachers as faithfully as possible. This

principles many times, but this last

helped because T'ai Chi Chih was the
subject of our intensive workshop, but

Only by referring to them will T'ai

what Sandy asked us to do or better to
be, went way beyond technically or-

rect answers to your rr.any puzzling
can you walk on your own two legs

head and keep

chestrated movements. She did go
over every part of the discipline but

studying. It is a process integrated with

her approach was far more intelligent
than "show me how you do it and I

too much of a "translation from a foreign
language" flavor. All
I can do is lower my

ask why, as long as it will help you refer to the basic principles. I read the
weekend I finally realized their value.
Chi Chih disclose itself, suggesting diquestions. Only by referring to them
and decide for yourself the solution to
the many "whys" that arise from
your practice.

TheVfafForcegourna[
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Example: In the front-back movement, I have the habit of operiing the
rear foot to more than a 4S-degree
angle. If the rear foot is close to being
pointed forward I feel constricted
which is not conducive to softness
which in turn I am sure is not T'ai Chi
Chih-sound.
So right after stepping forward I got
into the habit of adjusting my rear
foot, opening it to what I thought was
bettering my practice. Talking about it
with Sandy, I found out that yes, that
position was helping my softness, but
was contrasting with another principle: we dre supposed to softly face
forward with our hips. A stance too
open "draws" our en-

"PiccoloRifugio dell'Incoronata."The
recently renovated structure didn't
impair its original family warmth.
Seatof the more recentAlfaomega
Voluntary Associatiory it has been offering a shelter for the needy since
1926.
Our group is deeply thankful to the
AlfaomegaVoluntary Associationfor
the attention and the kindness constantly offered by its members.Its
mission today is to support people in
lack of family and social connections,
and such an open "enlargedfamily environment" enhancedour experience
even more.
Sandy createdsuch an open and ac-

rect experience.Then, comment after
comment, our group had a chanceto
relate to and know better the other
members. Statement after statement,
we felt a step closer with each other,
with Sandy and with Renza. Renza
MoscatelliBaker cameall the way
from Texasto vacation in Europe and
be with us. Her coming pleasedme
very muctr, and she will be even more
welcome next time, now that my students know her indisputable charm.
Three days are not much to deepen a
relationship,especiallywith people
you've never seenbefore,but can be
plenty if the experienceyou are living
is true and profound.
\4/hy was every-

ergy to the side instead

body so moved as

of keeping it forward.

the class was coming

How to reconcile the
two principles (face

to an end? Sandy and
I had made our final

forward and rock with

talks, but nobody

softness)?The rear foot

was rising. Eighteen

mustn't point straight

people in a circle,

forward, but a good

with moist eyes. To-

compromise is reached

getherness was the

if we place it at an

experience. Ever

angle of 45 degrees or

since Sandy left I find

less.

rnyself roaming

So, just remember

around the house

the principles, all of

with a smile on my

them, and you could

face that doesn't go

solve your doubts

away.

mostly by yourself.
Then of course it is

ways she could have

wise to check your answers with a T'ai Chi

Out of the infinite

Seat of AlfaomegaVoluntary Association, The" Piccolo rifugio
dell' incoronata" offers a shelterfor the needysinceL926.

shop, she found the
one that not only in-

Chih authority.
Sandy gave me a quick reminder of

conducted the work-

cepting atmosphere that my students

the principles: softness, evenness/
slowness, circularity, synchronicity

and I felt at ease.When she would ask
for inquiries or comments we

and rootedness. Try to follow them,

wouldn't

but most of all be guided by your ex-

tions we didn't even know we had be-

perience of them.
Our pioneer group held this first

fore that weekend. Everybody had a

Italian T'ai Chi Chih intensive workshop in an art nouveau mansion, the

learning more than the mere answer,

stop, coming up with ques-

chance to ask and reflecf always
slowly working on the ability to refer
to the principles and to value their di-

formed, but also opened human communication. Out of the infinite ways
we could have responded,through her
we fell into the one that allowed eighteen little big opportunities of transformation.

fheVkfforcegourna{
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practice with me. I wish we could re-

came from what you have called "to-

peat it soon. A kiss,Elena

getherness." Eighteen pairs of eyes,

I didn't imagine
that such a
short intensive
workshop
could involve
me so deeply,
particularly becauselamabeginner. I was
struck by a
conceptSandy
brought up the
first day:
"Abandon your
ego." Until then
I never thought
of the possibility of having
sucha goal. I
kept turning
those words in
my mind for
two days, until
it becameclear.
I understood

eighteen hearts and
eighteen different
personalities enriched an already
rich series of experiences. Being able
to share what we
were, living in a
circle, without
without

most beautiful and
intense nourishment.I finally
found the real
meaning of the
practice. The
words, the sounds,
the smallest gestures and the most
precise technical
corrections are useless if we can't
communicate the

not say anymore "Ifeel," "I perceive,"
"lcan." Once emptied, we let ourselves be crossed by the movement.
We yield to T'ai Chi Chih. To say it
with an ancient Zen statement: "The
cup has to be empty if we want to
pour new tea in it." I thank everybody. - Annalisa Biasin
I also rocked gently for some
days. I still feel the benefits of
the beautiful and intense days of
the intensive workshop. It has
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any mask

has been for me the

that abandoning the ego we place ourselves in a background: then we do

r*

any

false glitter and

been a very involving experience.I thank
Cristina,
Sandy and all
the people who
shared the

First of all I would like to thank
Cristina for giving us the possibility
to embark on this wonderful journey.
The three days of the workshop have
left a deep mark in me. I agreewith
what you say in your article. The
"magic" atmospherewe experienced

passion, the tenacity, the will, the
humbleness that accompany the undertakings related to the discipline. As
a boy I always trained through very
hard exercise. I learned to count on
myself only. In my village there were
no other kids skiing and winning like
me. I learned that in order to reach
anything of value we have.to be able
to give, sweating hard and not letting
anything discourage us. Practicing
T'ai Chi Chih I always said to myself,
"Take away, take away," and "Be the
empty cup," but there was always
something about my movements that
wasn't perfectly centered. - Francesco
Mondini
From me the T'ai Chi Chih weekend
has been exciting and relaxing at the
same time. To know and to learn from
Sandy (without taking anything away

from Cristina: I wouldn't have practiced T'ai Chi Chih for all these years if
I didn't appreciate it so much) has
been a marvelous opportunity. I understood new aspects of the discipline,
and now I like to practice it even more.
I feel privileged to have been among
the first people who learned T'ai Chi
Chih in Europe! I tried other disciplines in my life, but only T'ai Chi
Chih gave me a real opportunity to

Dear Cristina, thank you for the copy
of your article for "The Vital Force." I
enjoyedvery much reading it. I think,
as you are writing, "Togethernesswas
the experience,"a feeling of serenity
was permeatingthe room. That is
what I also felt. I enjoyed very much
meeting your students,they were so
warm and welcoming to me; although
I cannot put a name on each faceI will

creased,after the postural corrections
I receivedfrom Sandy.But most of all,
I found a new serenityand balance.I
almost forgot... I stopped smoking!
My last packet of cigaretteslays still
in one of the ski trophies lined up on
the top shelf in my room, wrapped in
a strong elasticband.With esteemand
gratitude,aslowrocker,Francesco
Mondini

know myself better. -Manuela
Moreschi
I am very enthusiastic about the
workshop! After
it, I vacationed in
Sardinia and I
kept practicing
T'ai Chi Chih
with joy and renewed interest. I
am not exaggerating if I say that
the days of the
workshop have
been important
days for me: now
I know that T'ai
Chi Chih will
guideme

AroundthePlatter: Fromleft: GiordanoCaramori,Annalisa Biasin,
Federica Sbampato,An toneIIaArioli.

through my profession. I thank
Cristina for having exposed me to T'ai
Chi Chih and for having been able to
catalyze such a friendly, open and interesting group. All of us within this
group took advantage of the wotkshop opportunity

to share experiences

and feelings. I also thank her for all the
work she undertook and she is undertaking to start this new T'ai Chi Chih
community. I am very happy to be
part of it. I hope and I wish to keep
sharing and giving and being involved. - Ilaria Sieghele

always remember them for their
warmth and their human touch.
Thank you so very much, Cristina , for
giving me this wonderful opportuRenzaMoscatelli
nity . --A big hug,Iotse,
Baker
After the workshop I am living many
emotions.I can't stand still. Yesterday
I went rock climbing and I felt in great
shape!Now I can hold on to small
rock protuberancesthat before I
wouldn't even take into consideration.
I can't wait to test myself becauseI
think that my athletic level has in-
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A Candidate'sPreparationon California TeacherTrainirg
- luly 3,2004in SanAnselmo,CA
teacher,T'ai
By Pilar Triggs,newlyaccreditedTCC
ChiChihTeacher'sTraining,lune28
"Come with an empty cup," they
said."Come with a beginner'smind
but most of all come properly prepared."
To begin with, I attended Athene's
(my primary TCC teacher)classesand
practiced TCC regularly for more than
two years.I attended Ed Altman's last
TCC Intensiveheld in SantaBarbara
last January, which brought a new
awarenessto my TCC practice.I
learneda lot and explored further.I
was attending three classesa week
taught by three great teachers
(Athene,Sandy,and Linda Braga)and
I watched, listened,and practiced
with Justin's two videos, fustin's audio cassettetape (justin Speaks),and
Pam Towne'svideo. I used my TCC

"blble" (fustin's TCC book) a lot and I
also read someof Justin'sother books
as well as his and Ed Altman's articles
in Ihe Vita[ Force.I tead the Vital Force
from cover to cover to keep up with
what is going on with the TCC community. I visited the TCC community
and the Northem Califomia TCC
websites often, to find out if there was
somethingnew that I could use in my
TCC practice.I attendedPre-TCC
Teacher'sTraining classoffered by
Athene together with six other teacher
candidatesto make our comfort level
as high as possible by knowing what
to expectand by being well prepared
for TeacherTraining. As of this writing, the sevenof us are now accredited

teachers.All of the abovehelped me
approach Teacher Training with an
"empf cup," ready for Sandy and all
the auditing teachersto take over and
the joumey went on, as we started
back from Step One.
I sincerely and highly recommend to
future teachercandidates to go
through TCC Intensive and a PreTeacherTraining Class (if available)
before they go to TeacherTraining.
They will bring you to another level of
feeling, exploring, and refining, aswell
as deepeningyour practice.Most of
all, they allow you rnore quality time
to enjoy the experience,the joyful
transformatiory the peeling of a layer,
during AccreditationWeek.

From workshop to retreatto intensiveto CA teachertraining
in California,summer20a4
By Karat Goran,accredited
original teacher was beneficial as well

Dear Athene, thanks you again for all
that you did to have the recent teacher

clear the elements of movements that I
needed to correct. Although I began

training be such a supporting environment for the group and for us indi-

the intensive knowing the general mechanics of the movements, I learned

clear was that having many teachers

vidually. It was wonderful to experience love expressed in so many differ-

that I could not see myself and what I
thought I was doing was not happening in fact. I left knowing what needed

proach to describing the movements.
Those varying descriptions can be the

ent ways.I'm finding that a deeP
centeredness is continuing to abide

as encouraging.
One important thing that became
is helpful. Each brings a unique ap-

perfect tool for an amazing break-

with me.

work. The teacher prep course was invaluable from my perspective. This

Reflecting on my journey with/into
Tai Chi Chih seems to indicate that

course provided ever deepening refinement of the movements, excellent

help, receiving it, attempting to follow

each step has been important. Fine
tuning of the movements began with a
workshop, continued with a retreat

feedback for enhancing my practice at

sense of Chi as well as a sense of being

home, a better sense of what the
teacher training would be like, and

loved by the teachers.

and then an intensive. Each experience
seemed to increase my awareness of

helpful tips for that event, as well as
loving support. We also had an oppor-

was sustained by the loving support
of the candidates for one another. It

tunity to prepare and practice our
presentation for the teacher training

seemed as though we were being
loved into becoming teachers by the

event. It was helpful to have feedback
regarding the presentation before ar-

teaching staff as well as the auditors.

riving at the teacher training. (That
removed a significant degree of pressure.) Continuing to practice with my

given lovingly and with much encouragement, made our successin the

6
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the subtle "flavors"
of eachmovement.
What has been
most helpful? That is
the questionI've
been asking
myself. The intensive
certainlv made ve

through when I'm stuck. Asking for
through, often brings an increased

The intensity of the teacher training

Their presence, persistent feedback

training possible.

Always SomethingTo Learn: Workshop in the Lone Star State
By N ancy Beckand Larry Saua
For the second year, our students at

legged the one in the rear. When I

HealthPoint enjoyed a fall gathering

modified to bend both knees to accom-

with Pam Towne. On October 9, she

plish the proper weight shift, the

conducted a Workshop in Lubbock,

movement was smooth, gentle and

Texas, sharing her knowledge, soft-

much easier. For me, recovering from

ness and flowing movements. We had

two knee replacements, T'ai Chi Chih

34 sign up for the class, with ages

has improved balance, coordination

ranging from 14 to 80 plus, and in-

and will now be even better. Thanks,

cluded those who had never taken a
T'ai Chi Chih class as well as
those who had been involved

Larry, Nancy and Pam." Darla's 14

in the classessince the opening in April 2001.
Last year, we heard such
comments as, "Why do we
need to take a class since we
have the two of you to teach
us?" Many realized after
Pam's workshop last year
that TCC is a never-ending
process of learning, refining,
softening and taking practice to another level.
No matter what the level of expertise, we heard of improvements such
as Darla Granberry's comments, "My
goal during the Workshop was to improve my technique and to learn to
feel the polarity of chi more easily. I
greatly enhanced my ability to feel the
energy. My biggest change was in
slightly shortening my stance so I had
a more complete weight shift from
front to back."
Darla and her mom, Bobbie Benson,
are one of several mother/daughter
members at HealthPoint. Bobbie, who
is recovering from two knee replacements, said that although she thought
her yinning and yanging was "quite
beneficial," Pam opened her eyes. "My
performance of that all-important
movement was lacking in that I failed
to bend the back leg, so every time I
moved I bent the front leg and stiff-

wonderful assetto the TCC communitv.
Immediately following the classes,
we discussedand practiced the information from the Workshop by letting
the members review the points that
we covered in the Workshop. We feel
that an immediate review is essential
to establish the information in the
individual's TCC practice.

As teachers,we
saw the level of the classesimprove, which caused us to raise
our teaching to another level. For
example, although at first skeptical about Guided Partnerships,
we found this to be a great help
to most of our members with
Pam's specific instructions in
what to look for and her reminder that the students should
joined
us for her of- be a "loving mirror" to their partner.
year-old daughter
A wonderful lunch was served to
ficial introduction to TCC.
the students, with the help of |ulie
Pam spent the day going over each
Dominguez, Office Manager, (we now
of the movements,personally helping
realize we have an extraordinary
many of the participants and reeognizing potential teachersin the group. chef!). Following lunctg there was a
sharing of readings from the Spiritual
Severalof the students commented to
Odyssey,by Justin Stone, and a presenus that they were so surprised that
tation of part of Justin's 2004Video to
Pam could spot an individual's abilities or problems in such a large group. the TeacherConferencein St. Louis.
Moira Holland said, "These incredible After a concluding practice in the afternoon, we closed with a discussion
assetsallow her to be able to assessa
student's movements and quickly cor- of Seijaku and a meditation.
We feel that the Workshop was not
rect them for the proper flow of chi,
only beneficial to our members but
which is what I personally experialso helped to promote TCC in Lubenced during my day of TCC. A workbock and stimulate community intershop such as this provides us with a
'expert'
est, resulting in
fresh pair of
eyesto review
some new TCC parour technique,make suggestionsand
ticipants.
We look
T'ai
as
renew our interest in
Chi Chih
a personalpractice."Our membership forward to having
Pam with us again
and its instructors, Nancy and Larry,
in the future.
appreciate so much the work that
feel
that
is
a
Pam Towne does and
she
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TCC On Location

Balancingwith the ocean
ByGinnyMorgan

recently returned from a cruise ship vacation with my husband. This was our
Christmas present to each other. I love to
experiencemy T'ai Chi Chih practice in different
places so I was excited to do my practice on our
balcony off our suite. The sea was particularly
rough and I wasn't sure if I could keep my balance. I sank into the soles of my feet and began.
I soon became one with the ocean. About half
way through the practice, I noticed five seagulls
in a row moving in the ocean right in front of
me. Also there was one sedgull just below me
on the railing-all

seemed very interested and a

part of the movements. What a joy to all be a
part of this energy...ocean, birds and me.

fa1.

)VMDTOSTS
que
ByEllenD eeFoster,Albuquer
Recently I had the good fortune to go
on a nature cruise along the beautiful
coastlines of Costa Rica. Each day the
naturalist guides took us on rain forest
walks to see birds and plants and animals. Always, the guides emphasized
the oneness, the symbiosis, the interdependence of all living things. We all
soon grew to love Rudy, the head
naturalist who was so positive about
life and nature--so huppy to meet new
people, so willing to share what he
knew, and always

f*
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excited to learn new
things.
I loved the high

canopy walks, but when it was time
to snorkel in order to seethe fistr, I
preferredto literally keep my head
above water, so I stayed on the beach
doing T'ai Chi Chih. Fellow travellers
were curious about what I was doing.
They said it looked so peaceful,and
they wanted to know more about it.
Beforethe trip was over, I was invited
to do a demonstration during the .
morning stretching exercisesheld on
board daily. Therewas Rudy in the
front row eager to learn something
new. One of the moves I choseto demonstrate was Daughter on the Mountain Top becausethe intersecting

circles so clearly describe the interconnectedness of our lives--the symbiosis which was emphasized
throughout

the trip.

On the last day when it was time to
leave the ship, we said our good-byes,
gave our parting hugs, and boarded
the bus parked on the dock. I looked
out the window for a final good-bye.
There up on the second deck of the
ship was Rudy. He was waving goodbyeby moving his arms in a perfect
representation of Daughter on the
Mountain Top as if to say, "Never forget the huppy days that we have
shared, that our lives are connected,
and that we are one with all things."

Tic Mfafforcelourna{
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TCC ln Prisons

Insidelooking out

Outsidelookingin

By Anthony Gilyard,lr., K-58603

By I udy Tretheway,j udy tre@sureu)est.net
Dear friends: I am very excited about
recent developments in my prison
ministry. The year-long project to
produce and circulate the "Freedom
Within" handout promoting contemplative programs from all faith traditions is finished and about 7,000
handouts are "inside" already. This
handout is designed for the inmates
themselves to use in promoting their
programs or find resources if groups
are not available inside their prison or
jail. Check it out: http://

Dear Kathy Grassel, my name is Anthony Gilyard, K-58603. I am currently incarcerated at Avenal State Prison in Avenal, California. After
many years of the hidden desire to want to learn and study the art of
Tai Chi Chih, I've just had the privilege of being able to attend a class,
given by Judy Tretheway. I was informed and encouraged about the
class by one of Mrs. Tretheway's students from Folsom State Prison
who is now at Avenal. Greg Callagh will be paroling within a month's
time, but was kind enough to pass on the information

needed to con-

tact you.
I am in search of any and all available literature, teachings, meditative sounds that would be able to help me along with my search to find

thecentering.orgl

serenity in the midst of this chaos that is prison.
After attending the two-hour class, which was of explanatiory demonstration, and practice, I came out feeling so much better . . . rejuve-

freedom_within.html. I am going to
the annual California Prison Chaplains conference in Visalia and hope to

nated. The "chi" that was spoken about, that is our center of energy is
now a conscious life force that I'm excited to want to tap into as if it is
my water well... with the thought of "wate{' being the source of life.

get more of these in more institutions.
I need to print up another 5,000 for
this effort. Printing and folding 5,000
costs about $650. I will also have room
and board expenses,so I'm looking for
people to help sponsor this effort.
I am also expecting (praying) that at
the Chaplain's conference I connect

If you're able, please help me find what I seek.
Thank you, Anthony Gilyard, fr. K-58603
U sentAnthony serseralitemswhenlreceiaedhisletter.IMetherhereceiaedthem
or not,Ihaoen't heardyet.If youwish to sendAnthony any TCCbooksandlor
ahoo.com) and I will sendy ou his address.I' m sure
t apes,email me(k-gr assel@y
too. any and nll materialswill be well sharedamonghis T CC classmates,
Kathyl

with a few other Chaplains and can
serve as a resource chaplain to help
them bring contemplative Programs
into their prisons. I also want to develop peer counseling/listening programs as well as offer my QiGong
style programs. Please continue surrounding this work with your
prayers ... especially on Thursdays
when I am inside Folsom.

3{
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Simple Movements ??

StayingConnected

ByDoreneKrause

Spring Meditation Retreatcoming up

Begin in rest, knees slightly bent.
The feeling will be heaven sent.
Heels are close,feet turned out.
You are ready without a doubt.

{te

ByRhondaSt.Martin

da(d'l nrine in New Mexico. Im-

w:,

ffi)
144*;7
ing from its long winter

Shouldersrelaxed, spine straight,
let it flow, don't hesitate.

nap. The Albuquerque T'ai Chi Chih

Sink down gently, "pull the plug".
Give the t'an t'ien a tug.

School's Madonna Center March 17-

Center will be sponsoring a Spring
Meditation Retreat at St. Pius High
20,2005. As has been our traditiory
check-in will be Thursday evening

Relaxthe knees,shift the weight.
Prepareto move, focus straight.

after dinner and the retreat will
conclude on Sunday after lunch.
This residential retreat center on

Take a step,but not too wide,
as the torso starts to glide.

Albuquerque's west side offers ease
of convenience and a serene setting
well suited to our weekend of medi-

Don't lean forward, don't lean back.
Reversethe weight shift front to back.

tation.
Carmen Brocklehurst who has
been meditating for over 30 years

Toeswill lift, heels will rise.
For this there is no compromise.

has graciously agreed to once again

Hands should softeryelbows bend.
Wrists are turning to the end.

have never been to a retreat or have

Swivel the hips, turn at the waist.
Slowly now, don't move in haste.

outstanding group of like-minded

Arms float out - can it be?
Arms return moved by the chi?

the people who attend the medita-

Feel graceful cir-cularity
and energizedpolarity.
Empty the cup, let it go.
Balancethe chi. feel it flow.
Focus on the soles of
the feet.
These "simple"
movements-no small
feat.

to sink deeply into the very essence

agesof the Bosqueawaken- of meditation. If you will be flying

lead us in this retreat as we continue the journey inward. If you
wondered what sitting meditation
is like, please consider joining this
people. Although this is not a formal T'ai Chi Chih event, many of
tion retreat are TCC practitioners.
We also practice TCC once a day
while at the retreat. With good fortune, fustin will also attend one of
the retreat days to meditate and
share with us. It is a great opportunity to spend some time and hear
from him on this subject which is
so closely related to T'ai Chi Chih.
The format of the meditation
schedule is gentle, quiet and allows
sufficient "down-time" to allow us

in, please plan on arriving Thursday evening or night and departing
after noon on Sunday. Let me know
your flight information and we will
try and securea ride from the airport for you.
Pleaseconsider making the commitment now and marking your
calendar to arrive on the evening of
St. Patrick'i Day. If you are moved
to invite a friend. relative or someone you think may have an interest
in meditatiorypleaseact on this. It
is quite a gift to be initiated into
such a Life-enrichingweekendas
this retreat offers.
Cost for a double-occupancy
room with communal bathis$225;
private bath is $250.If you prefer a
single-occupancyroom with communal battU the cost is $275; private
bath is $325.Reservationsare being
taken now by Rhonda St. Martin.
Pleaseemail or phone her to hold
your spot at
rhondastmartin@hotmail.com;
home phone 505-299-7038(evenings
please).If you wish to send payment now, pleasesend it to Rhonda
at26O9Christine NE, Albuquerque/
NM 87112.Include your name complete with home address,phone and
email addressand the type of room
desired.Don't forget your flight information please.
We look forward to our time together with this opportunity for
deep immersion.

TheMfaffiorugourna[
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Th. Lisht.'Sid.
You know the essenceis sinking in
when:
6. For months, you listen and sing
along to a favorite song on a CD whose
words you believe are "...and the old
man and the Buddha singing out the
truth in Love..." when one day you
read the CD jacket and it says "...and
the old man and the booze seeking out
the truth in life."
5. You wonder if you can teach

Recently, a few new students attended
my TCC classheld at the retirement
community. Leonard seemeda bit
hesitantsince this was his first time
taking the class.When I quoted fustin
as saying that TCC is the lazy man's
exercise,he quickly replied, "Good,
then I'm in the right place!" -Sharon
Sirkis,Columbia,MD

seem to take on Spiritual meaning:

comotion of yinning and yanging; and
romantic love turns into Universal

drug counselor, a tattoo artist, a
roofer, a marine. One boy said he was
going to be an architect and he was
going to design his own home and it
would have one big bathroom with
five toilets all in a line and three
showers with no doors. And he would
for 72 hours. And...they would do Tai
Chi Chih every Saturday. -Kathy

songs

Getting drunk is just another unfortunate vashana; trains represent the lo-

interesting answers: a cosmetologist, a

be able to send his kids to their rooms

Rocking Motion to your dog.
4. Even Country/Western

they got out of jail and grew up (or,
grew up and got out of jail). I got some

was accreditedin 7997,I typed the
year 1.A07by mistake. I laughed and
read it to Barry, my other half, and he
said, "Well, they sayTCC is good for
longevity, eh?" - ShnronSirkis

Grassel
lL n one of my beginning classes,
:il, three of the ladies are sisters. Af- ,l', tu, the class ended, we all sat in a

Love.

circle and I asked if anyone had a com-

When I teach the six healing sounds, I
like to break down the move. First, we
say the sounds out loud. Then, before
adding the leg moves,we placeour
class there (even when you haven't
hands on our Tan Tien to feel how we
taught for almost three years!)
aspiratethe sounds.Tess,my student
2. You have completely forgotten
and good friend, was a little too enhow to "do" a movement.
1. The gratitude you feel brings tears thusiastic when aspirating the
sounds.I couldn t hold back my
to your eyes for no reason at all.
-Rhonda St.Martin, Albuquerque laughter any longer when I noticed
her sucking her belly in like a body
builder, and said, "You look like
you're giving yourself the Heimlich!"
-SharonSirkis

ment or question about Tai Chi Chih.
"Yes," one of the sisters answered.
"How often can we do this practice at
home?" "One, twice, or as often as you

3. During your day job, you check

out off ice/clinic/conference room
spacesto see if you could hold a TCC

second paragraph of a letter for a
teaching position to 18 senior citizen
centers. I meant to write
"FLOWING". Before I realized the mistake here is what I wrote: "As an accredited teacher, I have observed
many benefits to seniors of this simple
form because the gentle FLOSSING
movements are relatively easy to
learn. It can even be done in the sitting
- Michael Isaacs,California

please," I replied. "But make sure that
you do not do it right after eating."
Her other sister looked at her and said.
"Well, you cannot do it at all then." Caroline Guil ott, LakeCharl es,LA

didates who had not done their preteach the Platters and Pulling in
!''
Energy by telling the stuttt"
l:
, -l-, dents to do clockwise/counterclockwise circles with the arms. I
asked one student, who just couldn't

sentations yet were sharing concerns

seem to get the direction right, what
the problem was. "I only do digital,"

Ten Command-

he said. It took me a minute to get it,
duh. -Kathy Grassel,Albuquerque

Moses." Several of us

position."

askedmy D-home students
what they wanted to be when

and seemed a bit nervous. At that
point Maya piped up and said, "Giving your presentation in front of Justin
is like reciting the
ments in front,of
proceeded to laugh
hysterically! DebbieCole,Seuern,
MD
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Subscribeto the Vital Force

Contacts

Guide
Sr. Antonia Cooper,OSF
641 SomersetStreet
North Plainfield, NJ 07060-4909
(908) 370-361,6
E-mail:AntoniaTCC9@aol.com

Teacher Trainers
Pam Towne
356 Orwell Ln.
Encinitas,C492024
(760) 944-e544
E-mail: ptowne@inreach.com

Thank you for your interest in the Vital ForceJournal By subscribing,you will
receivefour issuesof the Vital Forceevery year. By popular demand,and for
consistency,all subscribersnow will receiveTheVital Forceby First Classdelivery, thus adding slightly to the cost of subscriptionfor thosewho opted to
receivethe VF/ via bulk mail. Also by popular demand,we will continueto
provide a hard-copy version of the TeachersDirectory. A printable version
of the Directory also will be available for free on the T'ai Chi Chih website
and accessibleto web visitors desiring to locate a teacher in their area. If you
are a teacher,you will be included in the TeachersDirectory. Pleaselet us
know if you do NOT want to be in the Directory.
If you have questions,pleaseemail Victor at vfmembership@]zahoo.com.
Contact Information
Name:
Address:

City, State, Zip
Sandy McAlister
Email:
24835SecondSt.
Phone:
Hayward, CA94541,
(s1.0) 582-2238
TeacherAccreditation Information
E-mail: mcalisterl9@comcast.net
Date you were accreditedas a T'ai Chi Chih Teacher:
Originator
Date you were accreditedas a SeijakuTeacher:
Name of the teacherwho taught you T'ai Chi Chih:
Justin Stone
P.O. Box 23272
Vital ForceSubscription Information
Albuquerque, NM 87192-1,212

Web Mistress
Lisa Thorburn
www.taichichih.org

Membership Coordinator
Victor Berg
PO Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM 87192-1'068
com
vfjmembership@yahoo.

II
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( ) I DO NOT want to be listed in the TeachersDirectory or the Website.
Deliverv in the U.S.
Deliverv outsideof the U.S.
Donation for VFJ Outreach or
to help others subscribeto the VFf

vears@$30/vear$
vears@$40/vear $
$_

s

Total amount enclosed

VFJ Editor

Make a check or money order payable

Kathy Grassel
510Edith sE
Albuquerque,NM
871,02
k_grassel@yahoo.com

to: The Vital Force Journal, and send
to: POBox23058
Albuquerque, NM 87192-1,068

TheVtafforcegountaf

GOOD ARMA PUBLISHING, Inc. - Box 51201- Boston,MA 02245-1,241
Toll-freeordernumber 88I -540-7459,teI 617-282-222I

Tofax your orders,fax numberis 61.7-282-221-3
(Forreturnsor UPS deliaeries:73
Tuttle Street,Boston,MA 021.25-L434)
ACCREDITEDTEACHER ORDERFORM
(Prices& shipping effectivethrough the Conference2004)
Teacher
discounton 3 or moreitems;retailon L or 2 items
PITesT INDICATE QUANTITY IN BLANK PRECEDINGTITLE
T'AI CHI CHIHo Joy thru Movement Photo-Text
book - Justin Stone
Spanishtranslation Photo-Text
book w/ translation inserted - Stone

I5.6 oz.

S15.95

18.7oz.

$15.95

9.8oz.
T'AI CHI CHIH@ Joythru MovementVideo
VHS videotape - Stone and 4 teachers - 2000 FILMING
9.8oz.
PAL (intntl) format - separatediscounVinquire

532.95

T'AI CHI CHIH@ Joy thru Movement Video
VHS videotape - Stone - 1994 FILMING

9.8oz.

$48.95
$32.95

JUSTIN STONE SPEAKS ON TCCIJTM
spoken audio cassette- Stone

3.6oz.

$10.95

MUSIC FOR T'AI CHI CHIHOPRACTICE
musical audio cassette- Stone

3.6oz.

S10.95

THESERENENATURE

3.6oz.

$10.95

musical audio cassette- Stone
MEDITATIONFORHEALING
book - Stone

14.2oz.

$15.95

ZENMEDITATION
book - Stone

10.9oz.

$10.95

SPIRITUALODYSSEY
book - Stone

10.4oz.

$10.95

SPIRITUAL STORIES.2 vol. set

6.6oz.

$19.95

spokenaudio cassette(2 tapes)- Stone
SPIzuTUALSTORIESOFTHEEAST,Vol. I &

3.6oz. each9l0.95

Yol.2 - EACHsoLDsEPARATELY
spoken audio cassette- Stone

3.6oz.
2OTH
ANNIVERSARY INTERVIEW TAPE
sooken & musical audio cqssette- Stone & Christeen Mclain

S10.95

ABANDONHOPE
book - Stone

9.7oz.

$10.95

CLIMB THEJOYOUSMOUNTAIN
book- Stone
HEIGHTENEDAWARENESS
book- Stone

8.5oz.

$10.95

7.3oz.

$ 8.95

,llll

N ozaaaail abletb ough Gooil
Karm a PubI i shing: Thi s PBSpr oduceil oi deof eatur es 13
Q €+A sessi ons betuteenf ustin
Stoneandpr ogr am host Carrnen
Brocklehurst.Amust-seefor serious teachersand students.See
the GKP orilerfonnfor details.
Discussiontopics on the uideo
ineludeth eimp ort anceof sofi ness,how to moae,deaeloping
Chi,the essence
af TCC,yiny ang,w eight contr ol, Seij aku,
thepower of Chi anilits effects,
TCCTeachers,
aestheticexperiencesrandcumuIatiae e[fects.

3'
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RegionalDistributors

2OTIT
CENTURYPSALMS
booft - Stone

6.6oz

$ 7.95

SOFTSOUNDSOF JAZZ

3.6oz.

$10.95

3.6oz.

$10.95

LET GOOD FORTUNE ruMPONYOU
booft - Paul Reps

6.6oz.

$ 7.95

ELEVATIONMUSIC

3.6oz.

$10.95

3.6oz.

S10.95

T'AI CHI CHIHo PRACTICE SESSION
spoken audio cassette - JeanKatus & Mclain

3.6oz.

$ 10.95

SEIJAKU

9.8oz.

$99.00

2l.l oz.

$32.00

Zen Poster

15.5o2

KNME Interview Tape 65 min. (no discount)

9.8o2

$60unsigned
$75signed
$19.95

Canada
AB, Sherwood Park, Chery Ann
Hoffmeyer Q8q 467-870L
United States
California, Encinitas; Pam Towne,
(760) 944-9544
California, Hayward; Sandy
McAlister, (51.0)582-2238
Minnesota, Bemidji; feanne EngenDuranske, (278) 751.-3173
North Dakota,Fargo;Christeen
Mclairy V01) 232-5579
New Mex., Albuquerque;Carmen
Brocklehurst (505) 299-0562

musical audio cassetle - Stone
NIGHTBLOOM
musical audio cassetle - Stone

musical audio cassette- Lar Caughlan
EMBLISSENINGMUSIC
musical audio cassette - Joel Andrews

VHS videotape - Stone
TENTATIVELYFOREVER
art book - Stone

Name

Phone #

Address
City/State/Pr ov inceI Zip

If paying by credit card: [J Visa ! MasterCard
Expiration date

Card #
Signature

D I do NOT need a catalog. Pleasesend a price list/order
formonly.

Shipping Cftrt
Maili Rate
Postal nV,Iedia
3.50
Under 1 }b.
'l.lb.,'L -2\b.
4.00
oz.
4.80
21b.,1.az-- 4!b,
5'V,5
4llb.,t oz.'6lb
61b-,l oz. - 8 lb
6.45
7.05 '
8Ib., 1 oz. - L0lb
Over 10lb
$7,05+ 60C
for each additional pound
beyond 10
-SsrARArs crARr FORPRIoRITY:

Connacrus-

!

Pleasesend a catalog with my order.

WeightTotal
PriceSubtotal
Shipping(referto chart)
MA & ND residents add 5Yosalestax
TOTAL enclosed

TheMfa[Forcegournaf

z}hAnnual International T'ai Chi Chih@Teachers'Conference
Thursday, August4 - Sunday,August7,2005

g,E,
N,g,

NM
g,N,

"foy In The Heart"
In Albuquerque, NM

Come and experienceJoy In The lleart in the enchantingSouthwest,home of T'ai Chi Chih origipator, Justin
The AlbuquerqueT'ai Chi Chih Associationis pleasedto be hostingthe 20th Annual T'ai Chi Chih Teachers
Conferenceto be held at the Marriott Hotel, 2101 LouisianaBlvd. NE, Albuquerque,NM. Regisration beginsat 3
pm on Thursday,August 4, andConference2005 concludesat noon on Sunday,August 7. Room occupancywill be
availableafter registrationat 3pm.

Hotel Heads up

Double Single Commuters
andpaymentdueby Dec.30,2004
Earlyregistration
Registration
andpaymentby March 1,2005
1,2005
RegistrationafterJune
InternationalTeachersby June 1, 2005

S360
$380
$405
$360

Rooms are going fast for
the conference. Better reserye your spacenow to
make sure you get a
room.

$520 $300
$545 $325
$580 $350
$520

Residents'feesinclude conferencefee, all mealsbeginningThursdayat dinner until Sundayat lunch and overnight
accommodation.Commuters' fees include all of the aboveexceptovernight accommodation.
To register please complete the following information and mail this form postmarked by above dates with the
appropriatecheck amount (madepayableto the T'ai Chi Chih Association)to Guy Kent,2225 Dietz Pl. NW,
Albuquerque,NM 87107-3109.Phone:505-345-0031(e-mail questionsto guykent@.vahoo.com
). An alternate
contactis Ann Rutherford at ruthergary@aol.comor (505) 292-5114.
You can also go to www.TaiChiChihAssociation.ore for conference information.
The Mariott has extended the Conference room rates to include 8/l through 8/10 dates for out-of-towners who want
to extend their New Mexico visits. Check out Albuquerque and New Mexico sites and events at
www.virtualAlbuquerque.com,www.indianpueblo.org,or www.newmexico.org.
Attendee Information
Name

E-mail (for confirmation)

Address
City

zip

State

Telephone (

Fax
)
Double ocaupancy roommate preference

Payment (in U.S. dollars)
Commuter
Conferencecost: _Double, _Single or
(check choice and refer to above rates)
Voluntary ScholarshipDonation (seeback for details).
Vendor Table fee S30 (see next page for details).

$
$

Shirt,additional$25/shirt
Conference
logo
1000/o
cotton,preshrunk,long sleeve,stonecoloredT-shirtwith conference
(add
your
for
XXL)
:
M,
L,
XL,
XXL
circle
Unisexsize S,
$2
$
Total checkamount (payableto T'ai Chi Chih Association).. .
$
feewill applyto all cancellations.
Pleasenotethattheusual$50non-refundable

f6eMfafforce]ournaI
The Marriott llotel is locatedeight miles from the AlbuquerqueSunport(airport)just off of I-40 on Louisiana Blvd.
Transportationto the hotel and back to the airport will be the attendee'sresponsibility.Guestscan make shuttle
l-505-765-l234.Thehotelis
1-866-505-4966,orthroughAirportShuttle
reservationsthrougheitherSunportShuttle
offering discountedratesof $85/room from 8/l to 8/10 for peoplewho are extendingtheir stays(mention the
Conferenceto get the discount). You can check out their facilities at www.marriotthotels.com/ABONM.The hotel
has an indoor/outdoorpool and is within walking distanceofthe Coronadoand Winrock Malls and severalrestaurants.
If you have transpoftation, you can visit area attractions such as the SandiaMountains and tram ride, Historic Old
Town and shops,the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,National Atomic Museum,the AlbuquerqueMuseum, Museum of
Natural History, Explora, and the Rio Grande Zoo andAquarium. For information about Albuquerque and surrounding
areasyou can log onto the Albuquerque Chamberof Commercewebsitewww.itsatrip.org and
www.virtualAlbuquerque.com.
Directions from Albuquerque Sunport Exit west on SunportBoulevardto I-25 North. Take I-40 East; exit onto
Louisiana Boulevard North. (It's right there to the West of LouisianaBIvd.)
Partial Schotarships (first come, first serve basis by April 1, 2005) Our partial-scholarshipprogram is intended
to help colleagueswho are not able to afford the full cost of attendingthe conference.Priority will be given to those
who have not been given a scholarshipbefore. To apply for assistance,download the form at
www.TaiChiChihAssociation.org or contact Vic Berg to get a form or to ask questionse-mail vicberg@comcast.net.
While waiting to hearfrom Vic, fill out the registrationform, checkthe box under "Partial ScholarshipApplication,"
and send in your registrationminus any fee.
Vendors (deadline is June 1, 2005) Vendor tables will be availablefor a $30 fee (non-profit excluded).Please
bring your own table coveringsand displays.You must contactJanArrott for pre-approvalat (505) 454-6115or email ianarrott@hotmail.com.Pleasenote that ONLY itemsrelating directly to T'ai Chi Chih and the principles of the
Tao symbol will be sold. Further guidelinesare on the web at www.Tai ChiChihAssociation.org.
T'ai Chi Chih Association The Association is placing the conferenceinformation online at
www.TaiChiChihAssociation.org.You can go to this websitefor forms, conferenceinformation and relatedT'ai Chi
Chih information. The T'ai Chi Chih Center is located at3107 EubankNE, Suite 19. Teachersare encouragedto
extend their staysto join our Tuesdaymorning teacherpracticeat 9:30 a.m. We'd love to practicewith you and share
the Center!
Menu selection
All mealswill be a variety of food including fish and chicken unlessall the vegetarianmenu is selected.
Regular
-Vegetarian
_
Teaching experiences
Pleaselist any experiencesrelatedto teachingspecific TCC populationsthat you would be willing to share.

Partial Scholarship Application (first come, first serve by April 1' 2005)
_ Yes, I am applying for a partial scholarshipthrough Vic Berg'
Vendor Application (deadline is June 1' 2005)
Yes, I have pre-approvalfrom Jan Arrott. (check box after approval)
If the name of the businessis different than the attendee'sname,pleaseprint the businessname here.
Description of items to be sold (pleasebe specific)
Talent Show
If there is a talent show, what talent would you like to share?
I
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@ T'ai Chi Chih is a federally registeredtrademarkowned by Good Karma Publishing,Inc.
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Calendar

***For all Intensives:$100for reviewers if spaceis available.

Activity
TCC Retreat

Santa Barbara,

w/ Sr. Antonia
Mt. Calvary Retreat House

CA

Pam Towne
(760) 944-9544
ptowne@inreach.com

Open to TCC teachers only
$325 per person/double or $375l
single

March 5. 2005

TCCTeachers
Renewal
w/ Sandy McAlister
Fee:$50

St.Paul.MN

Carol Mockovak
4300West River Parkway 5, #407
Minneapolis, MN 55406
61,2/729-9040
caroledith@usfamily.net

March 7 - 12.20A5

Teacher Training
w/ Sandy McAlister
Fee:$450
No fee for auditing teachers

St.Paul,MN

Carol Mockovak
4300 West River Parkway 5., #407
Minneapolir MN 55406
6121729-9040
caroledith@usf
amily.net

March 1,1,- 1,3.2005

TCC Workshop
wl Pam Towne.
Fee:$50

Tupelo,MS

Ron Richardson
2331QuailCreekRd.
Tupelo,MS 38801
r richardson@comcast.net
(662) 844-6473

April

'1.5-17,
2005

Apr1l29 - May 1,
2005

trlIay2-7,2005

TCC Intensive
w/ Pam Towne
Fee:contacthost
Seijaku TeacherTraining
w/ Pam Towne
Fee:$300
Auditing Teachers:$40
(includes2lunches)

Mantova, Italy

taichi@tin.it

Edmontory

Margo Carpenter

Alberta, Canada

iovthrumovement@littlefish.ca

at the Provi-

780-434-9433

dence Centre

Teacher Training

Edmonton,

w/ Pam Towne

Alberta, Canada

Fee:$450

at the Provi-

Auditing Teachers: $10 Can/day

dence Centre

SeijakuTraining
August 7-9,2005,following the Conference w/ Pam Towne
Fee:$300
$25 for auditors
30 pariicipants only. Twenty
places for first time students;
10 placesfor auditors

Cristina Minelli

Albuquerque,
NM, at the T'ai
Chi Chih Center

Margo Carpenter
iovthrumovement@li ttlefish.ca
780-434-9433

April r etreat, N er.aI ersey shore

The Vital ForceJournal
PO Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM 87192-7068

